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CHAPTER I  

INTRODUCTION 

Significance of problem 
N-acetylcysteine (NAC) is a thiol (sulfhydryl-containing) acetylated of the amino acid L-

cysteine.  This drug is converted in the body into the metabolite which is capable of enhancing 

GSH synthesis, promoting detoxification,  and  acting as  a strong free radical scavenger. [3, 4] 

Until recently, NAC was only used as an mucolytic agent in respiratory diseases.   However, 

current clinical applications of NAC in various inflammatory diseases have been increasing 

because of its antioxidant activity with low side effect and the important of oxidative stress in 

various inflammatory diseases.  In addition, more molecular mechanisms of NAC have still been 

studied. It was found that NAC could also prevent apoptosis and promote cell survival. [5, 6] 

 Since, there is an imbalance of oxidant/antioxidant status in SLE patients.  Moreover, the 

oxidative DNA damage and abnormal apoptosis were reported in such patients.[7, 8]  Supported 

data from animal study showed that NAC has antioxidant activity and could suppress mortality in 

the female NZBxNZWF1 mouse model of SLE.[9]   However, there is lack of data from human to 

confirm the benefit of NAC in alleviate lupus symptoms including the basis of its 

pharmacodynamics (PD) in this group of patients.   Therefore, further researches are needed to 

confirm these topics . 

Base on the available data, NAC may be useful as an adjunctive therapy in SLE patients.  

At present,  NAC is more popularly used as an antidote of paracetamol intoxication and there is 

gradually increase of evidence based  on using NAC to reduce toxic effect of radiographic 

contrast agents.[3]  It is, therefore, challenging to conduct researches on the effect of NAC and its 

pharmacodynamics in mild SLE patients in order to implement the new indication. 
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Research Objectives 
This study is aim to 

1. evaluate the pharmacodynamic of NAC in mild SLE patients 

2.     evaluate the association between oxidative stress status and severity of  SLE 

3. evaluate the effect of administration of NAC  as adjunctive therapy in mild SLE patients. 

Expected Benefits 
1. The association between oxidative stress and severity of SLE and efficacy of NAC will be 

identified.   

2. The efficacy and adverse effects of NAC in mild SLE patients will be determined. 

3. The relationship of NAC pharmacodynamics and oxidative stress if any will be revealed. 
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CHAPTER II 
LITERATURE REVIEW 

 

1. Systemic  Lupus Erythematosus (SLE) 
Systemic Lupus Erythematosus is an autoimmune disease with variable 

characteristics of symptoms.  This disease affects joints, skin, heart, lungs, CNS, kidneys, and 

hematopoietic system as illustrated in Table 1.[10] 

 
        Table 1.  Clinical features of Systemic Lupus Erythematosus 

Affected organ 

system 

Percentage 

of patients 

Signs and symptoms 

Constitutional 

Skin 

 

 

Musculoskeletal 

Renal 

Hematologic 

Reticuloendothelial 

Neuropsychiatric 

 

Gastrointestinal 

Cardiac 

Pulmonary 

50-100 

73 

 

 

62-67 

16-38 

36 

7-23 

12-21 

 

18 

15 

2-12 

Fatigue, fever (in the absence of infection), weight loss 

Butterfly rash, photosensitivity rash, mucous membrane 

lesion, alopecia, Raynaud’s phenomenon, pupura, urticaria, 

vasculitis 

Arthritis, arthralgia, myositis 

Hematuria, proteinuria, cellular cast, nephrotic syndrome 

Anemia, thrombocytopenia, leukopenia 

Lymphadenopathy, splenomegaly, hematomegaly 

Psychosis, seizures, organic brain syndrome, transverse 

myelitis, cranial neuropathies, peripheral neuropathies 

Nausea, vomiting, abdominal pain 

Pericarditis, endocarditis, myocarditis 

Pleuisy, pulmonary hypertension, pulmonary parenchyma 

disease 
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1.1 Epidemiology 

  Only one population-based screening study of SLE reported a prevalence of 200 

cases per 100,000 women (18-65 years of age) in England.[10]  An estimation of overall U.S. 

prevalence of definite SLE plus incomplete SLE (disease meeting only some diagnosis 

requirement for SLE) was 40 to 50 cases per 100,000 persons.[11]  In the United States , SLE is 

reported to be more  common in white women.[11]  One U.S. retrospective study on medical records 

showed that the disease was diagnosed 23 times more often in black women, than in white 

men.[11]  The prevalence of the disease is also higher in Hispanic and Asian Americans.[12]  

The report from expert in 10th Asia–Pacific League of Associations for Rheumatology (APLAR) 

Congress revealed that the prevalence of SLE varies from 70.41/100,000 in China to 15/100,000 

in New Zealand.[13]  In addition, a familial predisposition to SLE has been identified.[12, 14-16]   From 

the pathological studies.[17] showed  that organ damage was found in SLE and such damage 

progressed over time. A cohort study showed that within seven years of diagnosis, 61% of 

patients developed clinically detectable organ damage.[17] Most commonly affected organ systems 

were neuropsychiatric (20.5%), musculoskeletal (18.5%), and renal (15.5%) ,  respectively. [17]  

 Remission of SLE is not uncommon but often is punctuated by flares.  In a six-year 

prospective cohort study,  disease flares occurred at a rate of 0.2 per year per patient.[10]    

 Mortality rates for SLE are particularly high in children.[10]  In a retrospective study of 

Brazilian children, overall mortality during 16 year of follow up was 24%.[10]  Death occurred 

because of infection (58%) , central nervous system disease (36%), and renal disease (7%).[10]  
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In Thailand, the most complication of SLE was similar to previous reports.  The study at 

Ramathibodi hospital showed that  infection occurred in 25.5% of patients.[18] while the study at 

King Chulalongkorn Memorial hospital showed that lower respiratory tract infection was the most 

commonly found in these patients (24.6%) followed by infections of the urinary tract (15.7%), skin 

(15.7%), septicemia (13.6%) and the musculoskeletal system (11.5%).[19] The most common 

pathogens were Salmonella spp (12.6%), while the rest were Escherichiae coli (9.9%) and 

Mycobacterium tuberculosis (8.4%), respectively.[19] In addition, study at Chiangmai University 

hospital showed that infection contributed to the death of about  51.9% SLE patients.[20]  This 

information represents the importance for healthcare providers to concern about the management 

of SLE patients and also encourages establishing the researches in this field.  Study about 

epidemiology of this disease have been performed in several countries which is presented in 

Table 2. 
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Table 2  Epidemiologic  information  [21] 

Country Incidence 
(per 100,000 per  year) 

Prevalence 
(per 100,000 per  year) 

United States   
All races 5.1 52.2 
White 1.4 7.4 
Black 4.5 19.5 
Puerto-Rican 2.2 18.0 
Canada   
White 1.6 20.6 
First Nation 4.7 42.3 
Finland NA 28.0 
France 5.0 40.0 
Ireland 3.3 35.9 
Italy NA 71.0 
Northern Ireland NA 25.4 
Spain   
All races NA 91.0 
White 2.2 34.1 
Sweden 4.7 42.0 
United Kingdom   
All races 3.8 26.2 
White 3.0 20.5 
Asian 10.0 47.8 
China NA 92.9 
Afro-Caribbean 21.9 159.4 
Australia   
White NA 19.3 
Aboriginal 11.0 63.3 
Japan 2.9 28.4 
Martigue 4.7 64.2 
   
NA= Not applicable 
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1.2 Diagnosis 

         The diagnosis of SLE is based on clinical and laboratory criteria.  The criteria set 

developed by the American College of Rheumatology (ACR) is most widely used as shown at 

Table 3.[10] An algorithm for the diagnosis of the disease is provided in Figure 1.[10]  

 

1.3  Pathogenesis and oxidative stress theory [21] 

The etiology of lupus remains unclear, although the apoptosis can explain how 

the immune system recognise predomonantly intracellular antigens.  It can assume that auto 

antigens are released by both necrotic and apoptotic cells.  Disorder or abnormal clearing of 

apoptotic cell lead to defect of macrophage, T cell and B cell and then driving to auto immune 

process. Cytokines may also involve with SLE. [21-24] Over expression of type 1 interferon was 

found. [24]   Association of interferon regularly factor 5 (IRF 5) with SLE was also markable as an 

important genetic risk factor for the disease.    

Disorder of signal transduction was suspected as an important cause in 

pathogenesis of SLE. Impaired translocation of nuclear factor κB, p65, decrease  expression of T 

cell receptor, δ chain and proteine kinase C, decrease protein kinase C dependent protein 

phosphorylation and decrease production of interleukin-2 have been described in patients with 

SLE [23, 25] 

Evidence of complex genetic contribution has been reported, with are increased 

incidence in families in which one or more members already has the disease [16] 

  Although the pathogenesis of SLE is likely to be multifactorial, the inflammatory 

nature of SLE represent that a state of oxidative stress may exist in this disease, which contribute 

to immune cell dysfunction, autoantigen production and autoantibody reactivity.   Seyithan et al.[26] 

found the relationship between the level of oxidative stress and the severity of the clinical 

condition in SLE patients.[26]  Disease activity index correlated positively with serum 
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malondialdehyde  (r= -0.47, p< 0.05).  Such relationship suggests a cause and effect; the higher 

the oxidative stress, the worse clinical condition of the SLE patient.   The author suggested that 

determination about effect of supplementation of antioxidants in the treatment of those conditions 

should be warranted.   

 

1.4 Therapeutic strategies 

  The therapeutic strategies of SLE depends on disease severity,  the  standard 

therapy  is briefly summarized as following [22]  

1. administration of  the lowest dose of  steroids that are necessary  to control 

symptoms which occur via inflammatory process 

2. administration of steroid sparing agents such as  Non Steroidal  Anti-inflammatory 

Drugs (NSAIDs),  antimalarials and  other immunosuppressives  (azathioprine, 

cyclophosphamide) 

3. coadministration of antacid  with  NSAIDs  

4. supplementation of  calcium and vitamin D 

5. treatment of opportunistic  infection  which  may be occurred   

6. coadministration of antihypertensives or lipid lowering agents  

The new treatments of this disease which can control active symptoms are summarized 

in Table 4.  
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Table 3.  American College of Rheumatology classification criteria for SLE. [10] 
The diagnosis of SLE requires the presence of four or more of the following 11 criteria, serially 
or simultaneously, during any period of observation 

1. Malar rash: fixed erythema, flat or raised, over the malar eminances, tending to spare the 
nasolabial folds. 

2. Discoid rash: erythematous, raised patches with adherent keratotic scaling and follicular 
plugging. 

3. Photosensitivity:skin rash as a result of unsual reaction to sunlight, as determined by patient 
history or physician observation. 

4. Oral ulcers: oral or nasopharyngeal ulceration, usually painless, observed by physician. 
5. Arthritis:nonerosive arthritis involving two or more peripheral joints, characterized by 

swelling, tenderness, or effusion. 
6. Serositis: pleuritis, by convincing history of pleuritic pain, rub heard by physician, or 

evidence of pleural effusion, or pericarditis documented by electrocardiography, rub heard 
by physician, or evidence of pericardial effusion. 

7. Renal disorder:persistent proteinuria > 500 mg per 24 hours (0.5 g per day) or > 3+ if 
quantitation is not performed or cellular casts (may be red blood cell, hemoglobin, granular, 
tubular, or mixed cellular casts). 

8. Neurologic disorder:seizures or psychosis occuring in the absence of offending drugs or 
known metabolic derangement (e.g. uremia, ketoacidosis, electrolyte imbalance). 

9. Hematologic disorder: hemolytic anemia with reticulocytosis;or leukopenia, < 4,000 per mm3 
(4.0 x 109 per L) on two  or more occasion, or lymphopenia,  < 1,500 per mm3 (1.5 x 109 
per L) on two or more occasions, or  thrombocytopenia,  <100  x 103 per mm3 (100 x 109 
per L) in absence of offending drugs. 

10. Immunologic disorder:antibody to double stranded DNA antigen (anti-ds DNA) in abnormal 
titer; or presence of antibody to Sm nuclear antigen (anti-Sm); or positive finding of 
antiphospholipid antibody based on an abnormal serum level of IgG or IgM anticardiolipin 
antibodies, a positive test result for lupus anticoagulant using a standard method, or a false-
positive serologic test for syphillis that is known to be positive for at least 6 months and is 
confirmed by negative Treponema pallidum immobilization or fluorescent treponemal 
antibody absorption test. 

11. Antinuclear antibodies an abnormal antinuclear antibody titer by immunofluorescence or 
equivalent assay at any time and in the absence of drugs known to be associated with 
drug-induced lupus. 
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Patient presenting with disease manifestation involving two or more organ systems 

 
        Antinuclear Antibody (ANA) testing 

 
 Titer > 1:40        Titer < 1:40 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

Figure 1.  Algorithm for diagnosis of SLE [10] 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

Consider referral to rheumatologist for full SLE evaluation, 
including the following 

1. ACR dignostic criteria 
2. Laboratory test: complete blood count; urinalysis; 

serum creatinine level, and antiphospholipid, anti-ds 
DNA, and anti Sm antibodies 

Strong argument against SLE; alternative explanation 
for organ system manifestations should be pursued. 

Zero to three ACR criteria Four or more ACR criteria 

Explanation found No explanation found 

Sufficient to rule out SLE Consider referral to 
rheumatologist if question of 
SLE or incomplete SLE 
remains 

No SLE or incomplete SLE 
SLE 
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Table 4  Novel treatments for SLE [21] 
 
Anticytokine therapies 

 Anti TNFα 
 Anti-interleukin 1-receptor:anakinra 
 Anti-interleukin 10 
 Anti-interleukin 6 receptor 
 Anti-interferon alpha 
 Antilymphocyte stimulator (Blys) 

Costimulation inhibition 
 AntiCD154 
 CTLA4Ig:abatacept 

B-cell anergy 
 LJP394: abetimus 

B-cell depletion 
 Anti-CD20: rituximab 
 Anti-CD22:eprtuzumab 

Other techniques 
 Immunoadsorption 
 AntiC5a 
 T cell  vaccination 
 δ chain transfection 
 Peptide therapies: edratide targeting antiDNA idiotypes 
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2. N-acetylcysteine  (NAC) 

N-acetylcysteine is a derivative of the amino acid cysteine.   

 2. 1 Chemical Properties and Pharmacokinetics  

  Chemical Formula:  C5H9NO3S and the chemical structure is 
illustrated in Figure 2. [1] 

 

 
 

Figure 2.  The Chemical Structure of N-acetylcysteine 

Molecular Weight: 163.2 g/mol 

 The intravenous route offers a more rapid onset of action in chronic 

bronchitis and bronchiectasis compared with oral and intramuscular routes.   

  Absorption: Oral bioavailability is 6-10%.[1,4] The similar 

bioavailability is observed for a single 600 mg dose and 200 mg dose.[4]  Conflicting data exist 

concerning the effect of activated charcoal on oral bioavailability.  One study  found no difference 

in total area under the curve [27],  while in vitro data demonstrated significant adsorption of the 

drug to activated charcoal.[28] 

  Distribution:  Distribution half- life = 0.11 L/kg/hour 

    Volume of distribution (Vd) = 0.33 to 0.47 L/kg 
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  Metabolism: Only L-NAC is active; L-NAC is metabolized to 

cysteine and glutathione.  The metabolism of NAC is presented in Figure 3.[4] 

 

 

            

Figure 3.  Metabolism of N-acetylcysteine [4] 

Excretion: NAC is excreted via renal about 30%.   Renal clearance is 

0.21L/hour/kg.  Total body clearance is 6.5 L/hr. However, it is decreased to 4.5 L/hr  in patients 

with hepatic cirrhosis [29].  Elimination half life  ranges from 3 to 6 hr. [4, 30, 31] 
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2.2 Pharmacokinetics and pharmacodynamic study of NAC  

The pharmacokinetics study of NAC has been established since twentieth century 

(1900’s).[30-33]  Study on the disposition and kinetics of intravenous NAC in patients with 

paracetamol overdose showed that  the mean maximum  plasma concentration after the loading 

dose was 554 mg/L.[4]  Rapidly decline of NAC was occurred and after 12 hour, a mean steady 

state concentration was 35 mg/L.[4]  The summary of pharmacokinetics of NAC was presented in  

Table 5.[4, 31] 

 

Table 5  Summary of Pharmacokinetics of NAC [4, 31] 

 

Pharmacokinetic parameters (PK) Value 

Cmax  (mg/dL) 0.35-3.47 

Tmax  (h) 0.5-3 

T1/2 (h) 2-6 

Vd (L/kg) 0.33-0.47 

CL (L/h*kg) 
0.84 (CLt) 

0.19-0.211 (CLR) 

F 10% 

Cmax= maximum concentration, Tmax= time to maximum concentration, T1/2= half-life  

Vd = volume of distribution, CL = clearance, F = bioavailability 
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   The alteration of NAC pharmacokinetics was occurred in patients with  

chronic liver disease (cirrhosis).[29] The result showed  that   the area under concentration time 

curve (AUC)  was  significantly increased  in  cirrhosis  patients when compared with those 

observed in normal control (152.34 +  50.38 mg/L*h  vs   93.86 +  9.6 mg/L*h).[29]  The clearance 

of NAC was reduced  when compare with controls (4.52 + 1.87 L/h   vs   6.47 +  0.78  L/h).[29] 

   The effect of  NAC pharmacodynamic  was observed.  The various effect 

of NAC on oxidative reactions was proposed by the study in cell culture and animal model.  The 

brief molecular mechanism was presented in Figure 4.[5] 

   Focus on Pharmacokinetics/Pharmacodynamics (PK/PD) relationship 

study, the pharmacokinetics and pharmacodynamic of NAC was performed as phase 1 trial in 

patients who had malignant tumor.  Twenty six subjects were recruited in this study. Seven points 

of  blood sampling (0.5, 1, 2, 3, 4, 6, and 8 h after administration)  were done  to measure  NAC 

level for pharmacokinetics studies, dose escalation was performed at 400 mg, 800 mg ,1.6 g and 

3.2 g of NAC.   Glutathione level in peripheral blood lymphocyte (PBL) at 1 and 4 h were 

measured for pharmacodynamic evaluation of 800 mg/day of NAC.  The evaluation of 

pharmacodynamic was performed right after first dose, at the end of first month, secound months 

and the end of sixth months.  The results showed that the administration of NAC did not elevated 

glutathione level in PBL.[34]  However, the 20% increase of GSH in PBL was occurred in 30% or 

more subjects.[34]  The correlation between Cmax, AUC and the percentage of GSH in PBL was 

not shown.  The  researchers concluded that oral administration of  800 mg/m2 of NAC  could 

modulate the pool of GSH in some subjects but the increment was transient phenomenon.[34] 
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                                                                                       = inibition by NAC 

Figure 4  The scheme of molecular action of NAC  (BH4 = tetrahydrobioterin, SOD = superoxide 
dismutase, e-NOS= endothelial nitric oxide synthase, SMC = smooth muscle cells, VCAM-1= 
vascular cell adhesion molecule-1) [5] 
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2.3. Clinical Application of NAC 

2.3.1. Respiratory disease: Several studies in animal and human have 

indicated that NAC  can be used for expectoration, reduction of  cough severity and diaphragm 

fatigue.[1, 3, 35, 36]  Some small studies revealed that administration of  NAC 600 mg  three time 

daily in patients with alveolitis  could improve both lung function and glutathione level. [36]   

However, the effective of NAC in chronic bronchitis, severe airway obstruction, and cystic fibrosis 

still have been questionable and further studies are needed.   

2.3.2  HIV infection: Several studies confirmed that  HIV infected 

patients exhibited low GSH and cysteine level and NAC is a challenging drug to  improve GSH 

status  in these patients.[3, 35, 37-40]  Researches reveal  that  NAC can  enhancing T cell colony 

formation and blocking NF kappa B expression [5, 40, 41] 

 2.3.3. Cancer: The administration of NAC may effect in the prevention of 

cancer and sometimes could be combined in the treatment of some forms of cancer. However, 

the recent information have been only preliminary researches  in cell culture and animal studies.   

The experimentally induced DNA damage can be   completely blocked by NAC and evidence also 

indicated that NAC can protect bone marrow cell from the growth inhibitory effect of  

chloramphenicol and thiamphenicol.[3] NAC has been presented antimutagenic activity.[3]  

Administration of  NAC can also reduce the incidence of experimentally induced intestinal tumor.[3] The 

investigation of  the effect of NAC on GSH metabolism  and on biotransformation of carcinogenic 

and/or mutagenic  compounds  was performed  by  De Flora et al.[42]  The in vitro results showed 

counteract effect on mutagenicity  and at high concentration, completely inhibited the mutagenicity 

of procarcinogen.[43] In vivo , NAC can also inhibit the mutagenicity of the number of compound 

and can inhibit the induction of tumors by some carcinogens.[42]  Combination of doxorubicin and 

NAC under various experimental conditions can be highly effective, apparently working 
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synergistically to reduce tumor formation and prevent metastasis.[44] Surprisingly, NAC 

pretreatment and diminished the cardiac toxicity in mice.[44]  NAC also increase the non-protein 

SH content of P388 leukemia cell about three fold without negative effect.[45]  Evidence indicates 

that NAC did not interfere the effect of killing of tumor cell by x-ray or bleomycin[46], although NAC 

could help protecting against toxicity resulting from X-ray or chemotherapeutic agents.[1, 3, 34, 47] 

Kobrisky et al.[48] found that 19 patients with advanced cancer who had moderate 

fatigue, anorexia and weight loss were rescued by administration of NAC and high dose 

acetaminophen.  The 15.8 percent of partial response rate was observed.[48] 

 2.3.4 Influenza: The effect of NAC in influenza have been studied. Total 

262 subjects  of both sexes  were received either placebo or NAC 600 mg twice daily  for six 

months.[49]  Although frequency seroconversion was similar in the 2 groups, NAC treatment  

decreased both the frequency and severity  of influenza like syndrome and the  length of time 

confind to bed.   De Flora et al. concluded that NAC did not prevent Influenza infection but only 

reduced incidence of clinically apparent of diseases.[49] 

 2.3.5 Heart disease: NAC may represent several  therapeutic effect 

associated with cardiac disease.   NAC seems to have positive effect on homocysteine and 

lipoprotein (a) level for protection against ischemic and reperfusion damage, and enhance aspects 

of the effectiveness of nitroglycerine (NTG).[50]  The study on administration of 2 grams daily for 

four weeks followed by 4 grams daily for four weeks for 2 patients with high lipoprotein (a) level, 

reported 70 percent reduction in these individuals   (reduction of plasma lipoprotein-A)  from 58 to 

20 mg/dL and from 59 to 18 mg/dL.[50]  In contrast ,  Wiklund et al.[51] did not find the NAC effect 

on lipoprotein-A but its effect on plasma homocysteine.  NAC can reduce homocysteine level by 

45%.[51]    The study by Bostom et al.[52] also supported the effect of NAC  on homocysteine by 
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showing that NAC could reduce 16 % total plasma homocysteine in non fasting pre-hemodialysis 

patients.[52] 

There were few studies on the effect of NAC in ischemic and perfusion injury in 

acute myocardial infarction.[53]  Infusion of NAC for 1 hour before ischemia increase tissue GSH 

by 38%.[53]  The ischemic induced by the decrease in GSH and protein SH levels was prevented 

by the administration of NAC.[53] 

NAC, in the combination with NTG and streptokinase, was associated with 

significantly less oxidative stress, more rapid reperfusion and better preservation of the left 

ventricular function in patients with myocardial infarction. After that,  there have been more 

confirmation study in effect of NAC on cardiovascular disease, especially in myocardial 

infarction.[3, 54] 

 2.3.5 Cigarette smoking: Oral administration of NAC may benefit in 

patient who had heavy smoking or exposed to second–hand smoke (called secondary smoker).  

Supplementation of NAC can inhibit smoking induced mucus cell hyperplasia and epithelial 

hypertrophy. [55, 56] 

The data suggest that oral administration of NAC can decrease inflammation in 

the bronchoalveolar cell of smoker.[55]  Administration 200 mg of NAC three times a day  can 

prevent  the decline of aveolar  lymphocytes  proportion,  the decrease in  phagocytic  activity, 

and leukotriene B4  production ability by aveolar macrophage in smokers.[57] 

2.3.6 Other effects: The known effect of NAC in the treatment of 

acetaminophen overdose is published elsewhere.[58-62]  Administration of NAC (intravenous or 

orally)   within 24 hours of paracetamol consumption is effective at preventing hepatotoxicity.  
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Moreover, antioxidant activity of NAC was useful in the treatment of heavy metal intoxication by 

chelating. [63-65] 

 2.3.7 NAC and autoimmune diseases or renal disease  

 2.3.7.1 NAC  and Multiple sclerosis (MS) 

There is a marked elevation of the cytokine tumor necrosis factor α (TNFα)  in active 

multiple sclerosis (MS), and a correlation exists between cerebrospinal fluid (CSF) levels of 

TNFα and the severity and progression of disease.  With cytokine activation, the increase in free 

radical production has been demonstrated in MS.  NAC is a free radical scavenger and inhibits 

toxicity of TNFα[66] and in the experimental autoimmune encephalomyelitis (EAE) animal 

model[66] of MS, the development of MS-like pathology was inhibited.  Ten patients with MS took 

NAC for a period of up to 16 months. Because of the relapsing-remitting course of the disease 

occurring in many MS patients, it was difficult to ascertain efficacy of NAC in these preliminary 

studies.[66] However, two MS patients with longstanding inability to speak coherently had a rather 

dramatic irnprovement in speech shortly after starting the drug. Controlled trials are necessary to 

ascertain if NAC can decrease the number of exacerbations in MS. [66] 

2.3.7.2 NAC and Idiopathic Pulmanary Fibrocis (IPF)  

There was clinical study about high dose NAC in 

idiopathic pulmonary fibrosis.[36]  Demedts et al. concluded that treatment with 1800 mg of NAC in 

the combination with prednisolone and azathioprine preseved vital capacity and diffusion capacity 

(DL50) in patient with idiopathic pulmonary fibrosis.[36] 
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2.3.7.3 NAC and Sjogren’s syndrome  

NAC may have benefit on ocular symptoms.  Walter et al.[67]studied the 

therapeutic effect of NAC (200mg three time per day) in 26 patients with primary or secondary  

Sjogren’s syndrome for four week study.  Six of twenty patients reported improvement of occular 

soreness (p=0.004) and oculars irritability (p-0.006) following supplementation of NAC.  Halitosis 

(p-0.033) and day time thirst (p=0.033) were also improved following the NAC supplementation.  

2.3.7.4 NAC and renal disease (contrast media induce nephrotoxicity) 

NAC has action relevant to radio contrast induced nephropathy (RCIN) 

that include vasodilatation, enhancement of renal medularly blood flow and antioxidant properties.   

The drug’s pharmacokinetics is remarkable for almost complete first pass metabolism after oral 

administration, resulting no free drug  in circulation.[68]  After IV administration, the reaction with 

tissue and plasma protein greatly limit the amount of free drug in circulation.  The primary 

mechanism may through L-cysteine, a cellular source of GSH production. Controversy result 

about the benefit of NAC in preventive of RCIN has still were observed as shown in Table 6. [68, 69] 

 

2.3.8 NAC and SLE  

This is a first study about effect of NAC in SLE patients.  However, in 

animal study [9]  showed  that  the administration  of NAC 250  mg/kg/day   in  female NZB x 

NZW F1 mouse  model of SLE can prolong the survival  time  as compared to the control (33+ 2 

VS 38+ 2 wk),   even though  it was less than cystenine  (48+ 2 wk)[9].   
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Table 6 Randomized trial evaluating NAC for the prevention of radiocontrast-induced nephropathy [68] 
Lead Author n Placebo Group 

RCIN (%) 
Renal Entry criteria Scr 
(mg/dL)/CrCl (ml/min) 

Oral NAC dose Contrast Procedure Country 

Positive studies 
Baker[70] 
Diaz-Sandoval[71] 
Kay[72] 
Shyu[73] 
Tepel[74] 
Negative studies 
Allaqaband[75] 
Boccalandro[76] 
Briguori[77] 
 
Durham[78] 
Goldenberg[79] 
Loutrianakis[80] 
Oldemeyer[81] 
Vallero[82] 
 

 
80 
54 
200 
121 
83 
 

85 
179 
183 

 
79 
80 
47 
96 
20 
 

 
21 
45 

12.2 
24.6 
21.4 

 
15 

12.3 
11 
 

22 
7.7 
13 
6..4 
0 

 
 

>1.4/<50 
>1.2/<60 
>2/<40 

>1.2/<50 
 

>1.6/<60 
>1.2/<50 
>1.2/<70 

 
>1..7 
>1.5 
>1.5 

Crcl < 50m:/min 
>1.2 

 
IV dose 

TP 
TP 

400 mg bid X 2d 
TP 
 

TP 
TP 
TP 
 

1200 mg bid X1d 
600 mg tid x 2d 

TP 
1500 mg bid x 2d 

Vallerno TP 

 
Coronary cath +/- PIC 
Coronary cath +/- PIC 
Coronary cath +/- PIC 
Coronary cath +/- PIC 

CT 
 

Coronary cath +/- PIC 
Coronary cath +/- PIC 
Coronary cath +/- PIC 
And peripheral angio 
Coronary cath +/- PIC 
Coronary cath +/- PIC 
Coronary cath +/- PIC 
Coronary cath +/- PIC 

 

 
United Kingdom 
United States 

China 
Taiwan 

Germany 
 

United States 
United States 

Italy 
 

United States 
Isarael 

United States 
United States 

Italy 

TP = Tepel protocal, 600 mg orally twice daily on the day before and the day of the procedure 

PIC = Percutaneous coronary intervention  
 



 
                                                                                                                                  

 3. Glutathione  Malondialdehyde and oxidative system 

3.1 Glutathione 

 Glutathione is a ubiquitous cellular antioxidant.  Three main functions 

of  glutathione have been observed [1, 2, 83]: 

   1.  GSH is an extreamly important cell protector.  It directly quenches 

reactive hydroxyl free radicals, other oxygen-centered free radicals and radical centers on 

DNA and other biomolecules.  GSH is a vital guard of skin, lens, cornea, and retina against 

radiation damage and the biochemical foundation of P450 detoxification in the liver, kidneys, 

lungs, intestinal epithelia and other organs. 

   2. GSH is the essential cofactor for many enzymes which necessary 

require thiol-reducing equivalents and helps to mainten redox-sensitive site on enzymes in 

reduced state. 

   3. GSH and its metabolite also interface with energetics and 

neurotransmitter synthesis.  GSH availability down-regulates the pro-inflammatory potential of 

leukotrienes and eicosanoids. Low concentration of GSH have been involved in numerous 

pathological conditions such as inherited deficiency, HIV infection /immunity, liver cirrhosis, 

Inflammation, pulmonary disease, Crohn’s disease, gastrointestinal inflammation, circulation, 

neurodegerative/CNS disorders, and aging. [1, 2, 83-85] 

  The GSH level in human tissue normally range from 0.1-10 mM, highest 

concentration in liver (up to 10 mM) and in the spleen, kidney, lens, erythrocyte and 

leukocytes.  Plasma concentration is in the micromolar range. [1, 2, 84, 85] 
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  The attempt to measure GSH level in human tissues and biological fluids has 

been developed; many methods are implemented such as spectrophotometer assay, 

fluorometric assays, biochemical assays, capillary electrophoresis and HPLC.  [84]  The normal 

values for total, free, and reduced glutathione in plasma and in whole blood varied from one 

laboratory to another.  The variability may be related to different methodology, differences in 

sample processing and the way to select the subjects who are under the influence of various 

factors affecting the plasma/blood glutathione concentrations. [84, 86, 87] 

  3.2 Malondialdehyde (MDA) 

  Malondialdehyde (MDA) is the principal and most  frequent studied product of 

polyunsaturated fatty acid peroxidation.   The several methods have been developed to 

quantified this molecule in order to evaluate the level of oxidative stress in human.   The main 

source of MDA in biological samples is the peroxidation of polyunsaturated fatty acid.  

However, MDA can also be formed in vivo by enzymeatic processes from various 

protaglandins.  [88, 89] 

 In the past, MDA has been recognized as a relevant lipid peroxidation marker and  as 

such determination  of  MDA levels in biological samples from  subjects affected by several 

diseases  has been widely utilized.  The increasing  in  MDA level has been discovered in 

various diseases such as cancer [90, 91], preclampsia [92], diabetes [93], cardiovascular diseases 
[94],  dementia [95] ,  and autoimmune diseases.[96, 97]Most assays to determine MDA have been 

developed on the basis of its derivertization with thiobarbituric acid (TBA).  The condensation 

of these two molecules rise its absorbility adduct which can be simply assessed with 

spectrophotometer. [89] 
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 Plasma MDA  or  TBARS  concentrations  obtained  with the methods developed from 

1970 to 1995 varied in vary wide range (from 0-50 µM). [88, 89] TBARS measurement continue  

to  be assessed in  clinical  trial  and  often give positive result, apperently demonstrating  

level  of  oxidative stress higher in pathological than in healthy.   Fluorometry ,  HPLC,  GCMS  

with  acidic condition of  sample  have   been used. [88] 

  3.3 Oxidative system [98] 

  Increase oxidative /nitrosative stresss formally describes a condition in which 

cellular antioxidation defense are inadequate to completely in-activate the reactive oxygen 

species (ROS)  and reactive nitrogen species (RNS) due to excessive production of 

ROS/RNS, loss of antioxidant defense or both. [98] 

  A major consequence of oxidative/nitrosative  stress is damage to nucleic acid 

bases, lipids, and protein which can severely compromise cell health and viability or induce a 

variety of  cellular response through production of  secondary reactive species, ultimately 

leading to cell death by necrosis or apoptosis. The promising oxidative stress biomolecular of 

oxidative damage in human disease is presented in Table 7. [98]   
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Table 7 Oxidative stress biomolecular of oxidative damage in human diseases [98] 

Parameters Diseases 

Malodialdehyde (MDA)  Alzhimer  disease 

 Asthma 

 Antiphospholipid syndrome 

Diabetes mellitus 

 

 4-Hydroxy 2- Nonenal (HNE)  Alzhimer  disease 

 Atherosclerosis 

 Cadiovascular diseases 

 COPD 

F2 –Isoprostanes  Acute respiratory distress syndrome 
(ARDS) 

 Acute chronic alcohol liver disease 

Alzhimer 

Chronic kidney disease 

COPD 

Cystic fibrosis 

Diabetes Melitus 
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Table 7 Oxidative stress biomolecular of oxidative damage in human diseases (continue) 

Parameters Diseases 

Decrease in GSH concentration and/or 

GSH:GSSH ratio 

Acute respiratory distress syndrome 
(ARDS) 

 Alcohol liver disease 

 Alzhimer disease 

Asthma 

Cancer 

Cardiovascular diseases 

HIV positive 

Idiopathic pulmonary fibrosis (IPF) 

 S-Glutathionylated protein  Cataract genesis 

 Diabetes 

 HIV infection 

Hyperlipidemia 

NO2-Tyr  Acute respiratory distress syndrome 
(ARDS) 

Chroronary atery disease 

Alzhimer 

Cystic fibrosis 
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CHAPTER III 
METHODOLOGY 

Population 

 The study was performed in SLE patients at Ramathibodi hospital.  The participants were 
asked to write the consent form before enrollment. Study protocol was approved by the hospital 
ethic committee on April 2005. 

Materials 

 N-acetycysteine preparation 

     The N-acetylcysteine (Fluimucil) was kindly provided from SM pharmaceutical 
company.   

      Fluimucil A 600 (N-acetylcysteine effervescent tablet 600mg, Lot number 080007/1, 
Expired: 06/2009) 

 Chemical materials:  

1. 2-Thiobarbituric acid   

(Fluka , Lot & Filling code = 1176252,  23705112, USA) 

2. Phosphotungstic acid hydrate 

(Fluka , Lot & Filling code = 1113100, 42604243, USA) 

3. MDA Standard (A.C.S  Xenon Inc, USA) 

4. Glutathione Kit (Telorsu supIied Inc, Bioassay system, USA) 
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Instruments 

1. Microplate reader  (Victor 2 Perkin Elmer, Turku, Finland ) 

2. Electric  Analytical Balance (Metler toledo, England) 

3. Vortex mixer (Vortex-Genie2  Scientific industries, USA) 

4. Refrigerated centrifuge (Beckman High Speed Floor Model J2-MC Digital 
Centrifuge, Japan) 

5. Water bath (Hetofrig CB 60, Julabo Paratherm U8 waterbath, Germany) 

6. Disposible syringe 5 mL (Terumo corperation, Japan) 

7. Needdle No 22 G X 1” (Terumo corperation, Japan) 

8. Polypropylene test tubes 5 mL (Corning Inc, USA) 

9. Microcentrifuge tubes 1.5 mL (Corning Inc, USA) 

10. Micropipette 200-1,000 µL (Gilson, France) 

11. Pipette tips 1,000 µL  (Corning Inc, USA) 

12. Pipette tips 200 µL  (Corning Inc, USA) 

13. 96-well polystyrene clear plate , white  

(Corning Inc, USA) 

14. 96-well polystyrene opaque plate , black  

      (Corning Inc, USA) 
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Methods  

This study was divided into 3 parts. 

 

 Part 1: Epidemiology Study  

  The retrospective study for the trends of this disease was conducted at department 

of medicine, Ramathibodi hospital.  The prevalence of SLE during 7 years was determined and the 

pattern of treatment was studied.    This study was performed at division of Allergy,Immunology 

and Rheumatology, Ramathibodi hospital, Bangkok, Thailand.  Retrospective data of the patients 

who visited at the medicine clinic was retrieved from the annual report of the hospital.  The number 

of patients who had definite diagnosis as SLE in medical clinic was obtained from the biomedical 

information technology service.   The data for drug pattern study was collected during January 2000 

to December 2006 from medical records of patients who visit the medicine clinic.  

 The prevalence of SLE was calculated from the following formula 

 

 clinic  medicinevisit       whopatients of number  The
clinic   medicineat    SLE as diagnosed are    whopatients of number The  SLE of  prevalence =  
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The number of patient’s medical records that would be recruited in prevalence study was 

calculated by using the following formula [99]. 

89.383
0.0007

993.0007.01.96 
d

pq
 N 2

2

2

2
2 ===

xxZα
 

N  =  total number of sample 

Zα/2  = the probability of Z distribution at α/2 

               P = the prevalence of  SLE  (previous study [13] , p = 0.007 

               q  = 1-p (= 0.993) 

   d  = the deviation from the true prevalence (0.01 x p) = 0.0007 

                 α  =  statistical significant level (=0.05) 

 

 Substitution this number to above formula resulted of 383.89 or 400 patients’ medical 

records that require to study the pattern of SLE therapeutic medication.  In addition, 1-year cross-

sectional study of drug pattern of SLE patients from these medical records was performed.   

 The therapeutic outcomes were classified as remission or inactive, improve, and active by 

using Systemic Lupus Erythematosus Disease Acitivity Index (SLEDAI) which were defined as 

followed [100] 

 Remission or in active: SLEDAI =0 

 Improve: reduction of SLEDAI >3  

 Active: change in SLEDAI 1-3  

  The therapeutic outcomes depended on physician’s decision.   
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Part II: Distribution and comparision of oxidative status in SLE patients with different severity. 

 In order to confirm the oxidative theory, oxidative status in SLE patients with different 

severity (during active and non active status) was investigated. The severity was classified 

according to the following definition[101]: 

Mild SLE : Characterized by arthritis, arthralgia, myalgia, fatigue, mild mucocutaneous 

involvement, low-grade fever, mild serositis, lupus headache. (SLEDAI <10) 

Moderate SLE:  Characterised by high-grade fever, toxaemia, severe mucocutaneous 

manifestations, marked photosensitivity, moderate to severe myocarditis, mesangioproliferative or 

minimal change lupus nephritis, haemolytic anaemia and thrombocytopenia. (SLEDAI 10-20) 

Severe SLE: Characterised by organ/life-threatening features such as focal/diffuse 

proliferative glomerulonephritis with or without azotaemia/hypertension, lupus cerebritis with 

recurrent seizures, acute confusional state, coma; systemic necrotizing vasculitis such as one 

causing peripheral gangrene, GI bleeding or mononeuritis multiplex. (SLEDAI>20) 

The voluntary healthy subjects were also investigated as controls. Comparision of  oxidative 

stress among SLE patients with different severity was performed. Oxidative stress between active 

and non active status, was also be compared, the sample size for each arm was calculated from 

the following formula [99]  

                       2

22
βα

d
x2σ)Z(Z  n +

=  

α =  0.05, β =  0.2 , d =   the effect size  =0.026. [102] 

                           18.18 
026.0

2028.0)84.096.1(
  2

22

=
+

=
x

n  

  Therefore, minimum sample size in each arm is 20. 
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   In addition,  the severity was also classified by using SLE disease activity index (SLEDAI) as the 

following  [103] 

  Mild:   SLEDAI score <10 
  Moderate: SLEDAI score 10 – 20 
  Severe:             SLEDAI score >20 
 The association between oxidative status and severity of SLE was determined.  In addition,  

relationship between oxidative status and SLEDAI score were also calculated.   

 

Determination of oxidative status 

  According to the oxidative stress theory, the  determination of  malondialdehyde 

(MDA) which represented lipid peroxidation and glutathione (GSH) which represented  anti-

oxidative status should be performed. 

 Sample preparation 

  Blood sample was collected in EDTA tube and centrifuged at 3,000 rpm 2°C within 

10 minutes for plasma separation.  The plasma was kept at –20 °C   and was analyzed for MDA 

and GSH within 2 weeks. 

 Determination of MDA 

  The measurement of plasma MDA was conducted as followed; 2 mL of  1/12 N 

H2SO4 and 0.3 mL of 10% phosphotungstic acid was added in 100 µL of plasma.  The mixture 

was incubated at room temperature  for 10 minutes  and centrifuged at 2,500 g for 3 minutes.    

After that pellet was separated and  supernatant was transferred to test tube, 1mL of 0.67% 

thiobarbituric acid (TBA) and 2 mL of distill water were added to the transferred supernatant. The 

sample was incubated at 100°C for 1 hour and  the concentration was measured by fluorometry  

with the excitation and emission wavelength were 515 nm and 553 mn, respectively.   
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 Method  validation  

  Linearity:  Seven concentrations of standard MDA were prepared; 0, 0.1, 0.3, 0.5, 

1.0 , 2.0, and 3.0 µM, respectively.  Linearity plot between MDA concentration and absorbance 

intensity was performed, and standard curve equation was calculated with coefficient of 

determination (r2).    

  Precision and Accuracy:  Three standard concentrations of MDA  were selected for 

precision and accuracy testing at 0.1, 0.5, and 3.0 µM, respectively.   Five replicated of each 

concentrations were used for intra-day precision while 15 replicated within 3 consecutive days were 

used for inter-day precision and percent of coefficient of variation (%CV) was reported.  The 

acceptance criteria for %CV was less than 15% except the lowest concentration was allowed to 

20%.   The accuracy calculation was followed by the following equation  

  
[ ]

added ionConcentrat
100 x  found ionConcentrat - added ionConcentrat   inaccuracy % =  

 

  Recovery:   The recovery of this method for  each  3 concentrations (0.1, 0.5, 

and 3.0 µM)   was calculated by the following equation 

  
[ ]

added  ionConcentrat
100 x  process analytical after found ionConcentrat       recovery % =  

 

Determination of Glutathione (GSH) 

 The Glutathione test kit was used for determination of Glutathione in plasma.  The method 

of determination was followed using the 55'-dithiobis-(2-nitrobenzoic acid) or DTNB principle.  The 

plasma was diluted 10 times before analyzed.  One hundred and fifty micro liters of diluted plasma 

was mixed with the same volume of  reagent A (phosphoric acid )  in microcentrifuge tube.    The 

mixture was centrifuged at 13,400 rpm with 2 minutes.  The 200 µL of supernatant was transferred 
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into 96-welled plate, then 100 µL of reagent B (DTNB) was added.  The mixture was allowed to 

incubate for 20-25 minutes, final detection  was performed at 450 nm.     

 Method  validation 

Linearity:  Eight concentrations of standard MDA were prepared; 0, 10, 20, 30, 40 , 

60, 80 and 100 µM, respectively.  Linearity plot between GSH concentration and  absorbance 

intensity was performed, and standard curve equation was calculated with coefficient of 

determination (r2).    

  Precision and Accuracy:  Three standard concentrations of GSH  were selected for 

precision and accuracy testing;  5.0, 50, and 90 µM, respectively.   Three replicated of each 

concentrations were used for intra-day precision while 9  replicated within 3 consecutive days were 

used for inter-day precision  and  percent of coefficient of variation (%CV) was reported.  The 

acceptance criteria for %CV was less than 15% except the lowest concentration was allowed to 

20%.   The accuracy calculation was calculated using the following equation  

  
added ionConcentrat

100  x  found ionConcentrat - added ionConcentrat 
   inaccuracy % =  

Recovery:  The recovery for  each  3 concentrations (5.0, 50, and 90 µM)   was calculated using 

the following equation 

  
added  ionConcentrat

100 x  process analytical after found ionConcentrat 
       recovery % =  
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Part 3: Study the effect of NAC administration as adjunctive therapy in mild SLE 

Subjects 

  The patients were recruited according to the following criteria: 

Inclusion criteria   

            1. Males or females whose ages more than 18 year-old who were diagnosed as 

SLE according to  American College of Rheumatology (ACR)   criteria and severity is mild according to 

the definition already mention in Phase II study. 

  2. Patients received standard treatment for mild SLE. All administered drugs will be 

recorded.   

3. Patients were willing to be included in the study and signed the inform consent. 

Exclusion criteria 

 The patients were exclude if they: 
 

1. were poor compliance with drug regimens 

2. were pregnancy and lactation 

3. had hypersensitivity or  were intolerance  to NAC 

4. had severe infections or liver diseases  

5. were considered by physician as inappropriate to be included in this study. 

 The  process was carried out  by the following steps 

1. The participants were randomly allocated into 2 groups; control and treatment groups.  

The following Pharmacodynamic parameters (PD) at baseline for every patients were recorded 

which were 

 Glutathione  levels 

 Malondialdehyde levels 

 SLEDAI (Systemic Lupus Erythematosus Disease Activity Index) 
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Sample size calculation 

 Because there is no previous study to evaluate the effect of N-acetylcysteine in SLE 

patients.  Therefore, σ2 from previous clinical study on lipid peroxidation or oxidative stress in SLE 

was used[26].  Then from the following formula,[99] sample size was calculated based on clinical 

outcome measurement.  

 

                                       2

22 2
d

xZZ
n

σβα )(
  

+
=  

 α =  0.05, β =  0.2 , d =   the effect size of primary outcome =0.026 [102].   

18.18 
026.0

2028.0)84.096.1(
  2

22

=
+

=
x

n  

 

Therefore, the minimum sample size in each arm is about 20.            

2. since SLE patients also received immunosuppressive drugs. 

since SLE patients also received immunosuppressive drugs, they were assigned to receive 

600 mg tid of N-acetylcysteine; the effective dose that reported in alveolitis patients who received 

maintenance immunosuppression [3], since SLE patients also received immunosuppressive drugs. 

 

  3.  Pharmacodynamic monitoring 

  Pharmacodynamics (PD) 

    The follow up was designed every 2 weeks for acute phase and every 

month for maintenance phase.  The effect of NAC adjunctive therapy was evaluated during 6 

months.  The incidence of disease relapse of the disease was also be observed during 

maintenance phase.  Five milliliters of blood samples were collected at each visit.  Glutathione 

(GSH) and malondialdehyde (MDA) levels were analyzed. 
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         The adverse events were closely observed and recorded. Narajo’s algorithm was used for 

evaluation of adverse drug reactions.   Whenever any adverse event occured, the management 

was implemented immediately. In case of the serious adverse effect, the patients was considered 

to withdraw from the study. 

Statistical analysis 
In phase I study, descriptive statistic was used such as percentage, mean, standard 

deviation. 

 In Phase II study, the association between oxidative stress status (glutathione  and 

malondialdehyde level) and severity of disease, include SLEDAI  was determined by Pearson’s 

correlation. Oxidative stress status among different severity of SLE was compared using the 

analysis of variance (ANOVA) and multiple comparison.  The regression analysis was used and 

regression equation was proposed. 

   In Phase III study, glutathione and malondialdehyde level at various time after treatment of 

the 2 groups were compared using ANOVA and t-test in order to determine efficacy of NAC.   

 All statistical significant level (α) was set at 0.05. 
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CHAPTER IV 

RESULTS 

Epidemiology Study 

Prevalence  of SLE during 7 years (2000-2006) 

During 7 years (2000-2006), there was an increase in prevalence of SLE at Ramathibodi 

hospital  from 231  to 553 as shown in Table 8 and Figure 5, respectively.   

The characteristics of SLE patients is present in Table 9.  Most patients were female  with average 

of age of to 39.65 + 10.55 years and had average duration of disease at 12.25 + 6.22 years.   Most 

of them had moderate severity.   

Pattern of drug therapy regimens 

 As presented in Figure 6 and Table 10,  prednisolone was the most common drug used din 

SLE  patients. Antimalarials and immunosupressive agents were also frequently used.  

Combination drug therapy strategies was  the most frequently selected (41.64%, N=137).      

 According to combination drug  therapies, the  most frequently combinations used was 

prednisolone combined with  hydroxychloroquine (16.79%), prednisolone combined with  

azathioprine (16.06%) and prednisolone combined with chloroquine (13.87%).  For three drugs 

combination, prednisolone + azathioprine + hydroxychloroquine (14.60%) was frequently used.  

Most of the combination regimens was prednisolone based (97.09%).  Only about 3 percent was 

non-prednisolone content combination.   

 Consider of therapeutic outcomes, the results are presented in Table 11 (a and b).  Almost 

half of patients have followed up at division of allergy immunology and rheumatology.  More than 

75% have remission or inactive (documented by physicians). If patients loss follow up, they were 

excluded.  The percentage of remission or inactive was 88.65%.   The percentage of patients who 

had been still active was less than 5.   
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Table 8.  Prevalence of SLE patients in each year (2000-2006) 
Year No of SLE patients No. of hospital visitors Frequency 

(per 100,000 visitors) 
2000 514 192,376 267 
2001 518 200,139 259 
2002 479 207,221 231 
2003 750 269,973 278 
2004 762 237,322 321 
2005 1375 251,490 547 
2006 1448 262,015 553 
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 Figure 5   The prevalence rate of SLE (cases per 100,000)  during 2000-2006.   
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Table 9 Characteristic of SLE patients 
 

Characteristic N =329 % 
Gender 
        Male 
        Female 
 

 
3 

326 

 
0.9 
99.1 

 
Age (mean + SD), year 39.65 + 10.55 
SLE duration (mean + SD), year 12.25 + 6.22 
Severity 
      Mild 
      Moderate 
      Severe 
 

 
123 
174 
32 

 
37.4 
52.9 
9.7 
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  Figure 6 Drug therapy in SLE patient at Ramathibodi hospital  (N=329) 
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Table 10 Frequency of different combination regimens used in SLE patients  

Drugs 
n  

(N=137) % 
Pred + HCq 23 16.79 
Pred + AZa 22 16.06 
Pred + Cq 19 13.87 

Pred + CYP 10 7.30 
Pred +NSAIDs 9 6.57 
Pred + MTX 1 0.73 

Pred + AZa +HCq 20 14.60 
Pred + Aza+ Cq  8 5.84 

Pred + CYP+ HCq  5 3.65 
Pred + NSAIDs+ HCq  5 3.65 
Pred + NSAIDs+ Cq  3 2.19 

Pred + CYP+ Cq  1 0.73 
Pred + Aza+ CysA  1 0.73 
Pred + Aza+ MTx 1 0.73 
Pred + Aza + MMF 2 1.46 
Pred +CYP+MMF 3 2.19 

HCq+NSAIDs 2 1.46 
Cq+ Aza 1 0.73 

AZA + NSAIDs 1 0.73 
Total  137 100 

 
 
*Pred = prednisolone, Cq = Chloroquine, CYP = Cyclophosphamide,   
HCq = Hydroxychloroquine, Aza = Azathioprine, MMF=Mycophenolate mofetil 
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Table 11  (a)  Therapeutic outcomes 
Outcomes n  

(N=329) 
% 

Remission or in active 240 75.99 
Improved 26 7.90 

Active 15 4.6 
Loss follow up 47 14.3 
Death (Active) 1 0.30 

Total 329 100.00 
 

(b) Drug regimens and outcomes classified as remission or inactive, improved, and active base on 
drug regimens (N=282) 

Outcomes  n (%) 
Drug regimens 

Remission or inactive improve Active Total  
Pred 36  (85.72) 3 (7.14) 3 (7.14) 42  
HCq 3 (100.00) 0 (0.00) 0 (100.00) 3  

NSAIDs 9 (100.00) 0 (0.00) 0 (0.00) 9  
Pred+HCq 18 (85.72) 2 (9.52) 1 (4.76) 21  
Pred+AZA 20 (95.24) 0 (0.00) 1 (4.76) 21  
Pred+Cq 14 (82.35) 3 (17.65) 0 (0.00) 17  

Pred+CYP 4 (66.67) 2 (33.33) 0 (0.00) 6  
Pred+NSAIDs 4 (50.00) 1 (12.50) 3 (37.50) 8  

Pred+MTX 1 (100.00) 0 (0.00) 0 (0.00) 1  
Pred+AZA+HCq 17 (100.00) 0 (0.00) 0 (0.00) 17  
Pred+AZA+Cq 4 (57.14) 2 (28.57) 1 (14.29) 7  

Pred+CYP+HCq 4 (100.00) 0 (0.00) 0 (0.00) 4  
Pred+NSAIDs+HCq 3 (100.00) 0 (0.00) 0 (0.00) 3  
Pred+NSAIDs+Cq 0 (0.00) 1 (100.00) 0 (0.00) 1  
Pred+AZA+MMF 2 (100.00) 0 (0.00) 0 (0.00) 2  
Pred+CYP+MMF 2 (100.00) 0 (0.00) 0 (0.00) 2  

HCq+NSAIDs 2 (100.00) 0 (0.00) 0 (0.00) 2  
Other drugs 83 (81.37) 12 (11.76) 7 (6.86) 102 

No drug 14 (100.00) 0 (0.00) 0 (0.00) 14  
Total (%) 240 (85.11) 26 (9.22) 16 (5.67) 282  (100.00) 

Pred = prednisolone, Hcq = Hydroxychloroquine, NSAIDs = nonsteroidal anti-inflammatory drugs, AZA = 
azathioprine, Cq = chloroquine, CYP = cyclophosphamide  
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There was no association between serverity and proportion of SLE patients who received 

and not receive four main drug therapy regimens (prednisolone containing regimens, chloroquine 

containing regimens, azathioprine containing regimen, and hydroxychloroquine containing 

regimens) as presented in Table 12.  Cyclophosphamide containing regimen showed tendency to 

be prescribed in early onset of SLE.   In addition, the duration of SLE is related to the proportion of 

SLE patients who receive and not receive azathioprine containing regimens while this association 

was not observed in prednisolone, cyclophosphamide, chloroquine and hydroxylchloroquine 

containing regimens as present in Table 13.  
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Table 12 The association of severity and main drug containing regimens 

Severity (number of cases) 
Drug regimens Mild 

N=108 (%) 
Moderate 
N=148 (%) 

Severe 
N=26 (%) 

P 
value 

Prednisolone containing regimens 
           Received 
           Not Received 

 
63 (58.33) 
45 (41.67) 

 
  77 (52.02) 
  71 (47.97) 

 
14 (51.85) 
12 (48.15) 

 
0.878 

Chloroquine containing regimens 
           Received 
           Not Received 

 
15 (13.89) 
93 (86.11) 

 
 15 (10.14) 
133  (89.86) 

 
  3 (11.11) 
23 (88.89) 

 
0.766 

Cyclophosphamide containing regimens 
            Received 
           Not Received 

 
     2 (1.85) 
106 (98.15) 

 
  5 (3.38) 

143 (96.62) 

 
  2 (7.41) 
24 (92.59) 

 
0.091 

Azahioprine containing regimens 
            Received 
           Not Received 

 
16 (14.82) 
92 (85.18) 

 
  25 (16.89) 
123 (83.11) 

 
2 (7.41) 

24 (92.59) 

 
0.277 

Hydroxychloroquine containing regimens 
            Received 
           Not Received 

 
17 (15.74) 
91 (84.26) 

 
  28 (18.92) 
 120 (81.08) 

 
4 (14.81) 
22 (85.19) 

 
0.760 
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 Table 13 The association between SLE duration and the main drug regimen used. 

Prednisolone 

containing  regimen 

Chloroquine 

containing  regimen 

Azathioprine 

containing  regimen* 

Cychlophosphamide 

containing  regimen 

Hydroxychloroquine 

containing  regimen 
SLE duration 

(years) 
Total 

Received (%) Received (%) Received (%) Received (%) Received (%) 

3-13 177 96 (54.24) 24(13.54) 36 (20.33) 9 (5.08) 34 (19.43) 

14-24 93 45 (48.38) 9 (9.68) 10 (10.75) 3 (3.22) 14 (15.05) 

25-36 12 13 (72.22) 0 (0.00) 1 (5.55) 0 (0.00) 1 (5.55) 

Total  N (%) 282 154 (54.60) 33 (11.70) 47 (16.67) 12 (4.25) 49 (17.37) 

p vaule 0.275 0.167 0.030 0.483 0.359 

* p<0.05
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Validation of the analytical methods for Glutathione and MDA  concentrations 

 Linearity  

  Glutathione (GSH) 

 The linearity of the assay method was demonstrated at concentration between 0 –100 µM, 

The calibration curve between GSH concentrations and absorbance intensity is illustrated in Figure 7.  The 

linear regression equation was 

Y = 0.0004 X + 0.0006     

Where 

   X = GSH concentration (µM) 

                              Y = Absorbance intensity 

With determination coefficient (r2) = 0.9839 

  Malondialdehyde (MDA) 

 The linearity of the MDA assay method was demonstrated between concentration range 

from 0 –20 µM.  The calibration curve between MDA concentrations and absorbance intensity  is iillustrated 

in Figure 8.  The linear regression equation was 

Y = 859.95 X + 25.283  

Where 

   X = MDA concentration (µM) 

                              Y = Absorbance intensity 

with determination coefficient (r2) = 0.9969 
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Figure 7 Calibration curve between glutathione concentration and absorbance  intensity 
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Figure 8 Calibration curve between MDA concentration and fluorescence intensity 

 

Glutathione Concentration (µM) 
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Precision and accuracy 

  Glutathione (GSH)  

The precision, accuracy (expressed as the percentage of inaccuracy) of the assay 

procedure are presented in Table 14 A and Table 14 B, respectively.    Percentage of variation coefficient 

(%CV) of intra-day and  inter-day  precision  of  at concentration between 5-90  µM ranged from 4.1-11.5 %  

and  5.2-14.8%, respectively. The inaccuracy of the assay method was less than 15% for both intra-day 

and inter-day assay.   

Malondialdehyde (MDA)  

The precision, accuracy (expressed as the percentage of inaccuracy) of the assay 

procedure are presented in Table 15 A and Table 15 B respectively. Percentage of variation coefficient 

(%CV)  of  intra-day  and  inter-day  precision at concentration between 0.1-3 µΜ ranged from 4.2-7.2% 

and 5.2-14.5%, respectively. The inaccuracy of the assay method was less than 20% for both intra-day and 

inter-day assay.   

 

Recovery 

The recovery of GSH and MDA assay are presented in Table 17 and Table 18. The inter-

day and intra-day GSH assay recovery ranged  from 98.8-102.1%  and 95.4-100.5%, respectively.  While 

the intra-day and inter-day recovery of MDA assay ranged from 94.6-105.4 % and 93.3-109.7%, 

respectively.    
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Table 14  Precision and accuracy of the assay procedure for GSH  

A. Intra-day precision (n = 5) 

Target concentration 

(µM) 

Found concentrationa 

(µM) 

%CV 

 

% inaccuracyb 

5 5.03 (0.56) 11.5 8.4 

50 51.1 (2.86) 5.6 5.4 

90 88.9 (3.64) 4.1 3.0 

 

 

B. Inter-day precision (n = 15) 

Target concentration 

(µM) 

Found concentrationa 

(µM) 

%CV % inaccuracyb 

5 4.77 (0.71) 14.8 12.0 

50 50.2 (4.20) 8.3 6.9 

90 86.1 (4.50) 5.2 5.2 
a expressed as mean (SD)  

b 100 x 
ionconcentratTarget 

ion)concentratTarget  - ionconcentrat (Found inaccuracy =%  
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Table 15  Precision and accuracy of the assay procedure for MDA 

A. Intra-day precision (n = 5) 

Target concentration 

(µM) 

Found concentrationa 

(µM) 

%CV % inaccuracyb 

0.1 0.12 (0.01) 8.5 17.29 

0.5 0.46 (0.02) 3.9 8.59 

3 2.78 (0.12) 4.2 7.29 

 

B. Inter-day precision (n = 15) 

Target concentration 

(µM) 

Found concentrationa 

(µM) 

%CV % inaccuracyb 

0.1 0.12 (0.02) 14.5 17.14 

0.5 0.50 (0.04) 7.6 6.86 

3 2.83 (0.15) 5.2 6.32 
a expressed as mean (SD)  

b 100 x 
ionconcentratTarget 

ion)concentratTarget  - ionconcentrat (Found inaccuracy =%  

\ 
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Table 16  Recovery of assay procedure for GSH 

Recoverya Target concentration  

(µM) Intra-dayb Inter-dayb 

5 100.7 (11.5) 95.4 (14.1) 

50 102.1 (3.7) 100.5 (8.4) 

90 98.8 (4.0) 95.7 (5.0) 

 

 

Table 17  Recovery of assay procedure for MDA 

Recoverya Target concentration 

(µM) Intra-dayb Inter-dayb 

0.1 100.2 (10.5) 109.7 (12.9) 

0.5 105.4  (5.1) 97.7 (5.9) 

3 94.6 (2.2) 93.3 (4.3) 

 

a

added  ionConcentrat
100 x  process analytical after found ionConcentrat 

       recovery % =  

 
b expressed as mean (SD)  
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Distribution and correlation of oxidative status in SLE patients with different severity. 

 This study was performed in 4 groups (healthy subjects, mild, moderate, and severe SLE patients).  

The plasma GSH, MDA levels were measured in all groups to study the distribution and comparison of 

oxidative status in SLE patients with different severity.   Almost all SLE patients were female (20 females 

in mild, 20 females in moderate, and 3 male and 11 females in severe group, respectively).  Control group 

consisted of 3 males and 17 females and characteristic of the participants was shown in Table 18. The 

oxidative status are shown in Table 19, Figure 9 , Figure 10, Figure 11, and Figure 12, respectively.    

Table 18 The  characteristics  of SLE patients and controlled group 
 

SLE patients 
  

Control 
(n=20) Mild (n=20) Moderate (n=20) Severe (n=14) 

P value 

Agea 44.9 +15.6 37.7+13.2 36.6+10.6 40.1+9.5 0.173 
Smoking habits No smoke No smoke No smoke No smoke 1.00 
SLE durationa 0 4.5 +3.3 6.2+ 6.1 5.6 + 3.9 0.515 
SLEDAI scorea 0 3.4 +1.8 13.3 +1.3 37.8 + 8.7 0.0001* 
Drug administration 
     Prednisolone N, (%) 
Prednisolone dosea, mg/wk 
     Antimalarial (%) 
          Cq dosea , mg/wk 
          HCq dosea , mg/wk 
Other Immunosuppressives (%) 
          AZA dosea , mg/wk 
          CYP dosea , mg/wk 

 
- 
- 
- 
- 
- 
- 
- 
- 

 
17, (85) 

86.9 +110.0 
13, (65) 

400.0+675.7b 

410.0 +613.8 

5, (25) 
35.0 +107.7 
35.0 +107.7 

 
19, (95) 

154.9+ 89.3 
13, (65) 

950.0+817.6b,c 

260.0+539.4 

16, (80) 
140.0 +175.9 
170.0 +317.2 

 
14, (100) 

447.5+328.2 
9, (64) 

428.6 +716.7c 

500.0 +696.1 

9,(64) 
 102.2 +  162.8 
  203.6 + 331.4 

 
0.227 

0.0001* 
0.274 
0.044* 
0.510 
0.002* 
0.093 
0.137 

Cq = chloroquine, HCq = hydroxychloroquine,  
AZA = azathioprine,  CYP = cyclophosphamide 
* Significant difference  p< 0.05 
a Express as mean + SD 
b p = 0.023 (mild vs moderate)   
c p = 0.049 (moderate vs severe) 
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Figure 9  The 95% CI of prednisolone dose (mg/week)   
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Figure 10  The 95% CI of SLEDAI score 

 

*P = 0.001 

*P = 0.001 

*P = 0.001 

*P = 0.001 
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       Table 19  Oxidative status parameters in SLE and control patients 

Mean (SEM) Parameters 

 Control 

(N=20) 

Mild SLE 

(N=20) 

Moderate SLE 

(N=20) 

Severe SLE 

(N=14) 

Plasma Glutathione (µM) 

 

582.39 

(52.37) 

 

 

539.503 

(54.35) 

 

365.660 

(37.80) 

312.800 

(36.65) 

 

P-value 1.00 0.915 0.01* 0.003* 

Plasma MDA  (µM) 0.900 

(0.118) 

0.787 

(0.095) 

0.681 

(0.068) 

0.840 

(0.216) 

P-value 1.00 1.00 1.00 1.00 

 

* Significant different at  p< 0.5 level compared with control  
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Figure 11  The 95% CI of plasma GSH concentration (µM)   
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Figure 12 The 95% CI of plasma MDA concentration (µM)   

*P = 0.003 
*P = 0.01 
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 The correlation of plasma glutathione, plasma MDA, prednisolone doses with severity of 

SLE  were studied.  Although there was no significant correlation of plasma MDA concentration and SLE 

severity, the positive relationship was observed (pearson correlation = 0.029, p=0.835)  while there was a 

notice of significant negative correlation of plasma GSH (pearson correlation = -0.427, p=0.001).   The 

regression equation to predict the GSH level based on the severity of SLE disease was as followed;  

GSH level (µM) = -117 group severity +638.068  (p= 0.006)  

   Severity ; 1= mild,  2= moderate, 3 = Severe 

  In addition,  the correlations of  MDA and glutathione  levels with SLEDAI score  in SLE 

patients  were also evaluated.   Significant correlation between SLEDAI and glutathione level was observed 

(pearson correlation = -0.414 , p<0.001).     The MDA level was also related to SLEDAI score, but the 

correlation coefficient was lower than that of glutathione  concentration and  no statistically  significant 

difference  was observed (pearson correlation = 0.129 , p = 0.351).   The linear regression analysis 

proposed the following equation for prediction of GSH levels using SLEDAI scores.   

GSH level (µM) = -6.704 SLEDAI + 463.717  (p= 0.008)  

Figure 13 and 14 represent the correlation between plasma GSH concentration and group severity 

and between plasma GSH concentration  SLEDAI were shown in Figure 13 ,14, respectively.   

 

The correlation of prednisolone dose and SLE severity  

There were significant correlations between prednisolone dose and SLE severity (also when 

presented as SLEDAI) as shown in Figure 15 and 16, respectively.   
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   GSH level (µM) = -117 Group severity +638.068  (p= 0.006)  
 

Figure 13  Correlation between  GSH and group severity  
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Figure 14  Correlation between  GSH and SLEDAI  

 

r = -0.414 

        GSH level (µM) = -6.704 SLEDAI + 463.717  (p= 0.008)  

r = -0.462 
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    Prednisolone dose (mg/week) = 186.82 Group severity -139.558 (p= 0.0001)   

 
    Figure 15  Correlation between prednisolone dose and group severity  
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Prednisolone dose (mg/week) = 10.509 SLEDAI +45.58 (p= 0.0001) 

 

Figure 16  Correlation between prednisolone dose and SLEDAI  

 

r = 0.608 

r = 0.623 
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Effect of NAC on lipid peroxidation and GSH in mild SLE patient 

 Table 20 represent the characteristics of mild SLE patients who were randomed allocation  as 

control and NAC  administration, respectively.   Patients in 2 groups had almost similar characters except  

platelet and ALT which were statistically different between NAC  group and control group.   However, these 

differences had no significantly effect on GSH or MDA levels.    

 The statistical difference of plasma GSH between 2 groups was not found.   While the significant 

difference between 2 groups was noted in plasma MDA between 2 groups as presented in the detail of the 

GSH and MDA concentrations of each patients in Table 21 and 22, respectively.  Summary effect of NAC 

on plasma GSH and MDA in 6 months are illustrated in Table 23 , Figure 17 and 18, respectively.   The 

effect of NAC on red blood cell GSH and red blood cell MDA including the method of determination of GSH 

and MDA in red blood cell were also written and discussed in Appendix C.   
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Table 20 Demographic data of SLE patients participated in the study as control group and NAC group at 
baseline. 

Characteristics  
Control  
(n=20) 

NAC group 
(n=20) p-value 

Age (year, mean + SD ) 36 + 8.5 35 + 0.1 0.72 
Sex Female Female 1.00 

Duration of SLE  (year, mean + SD) 10.0+ 6.9 9.0+ 6.4 0.604 
Drugs       

Prednisolone  containing regimens 18 17 0.500 
Hydroxychloroquine containing  regimens 13 17 0.273 

Azathioprine containing regimens 7 7 0.629 
NSAIDs containing regimens 4 4 0.653 

Prednisolone +Hydroxychloroquine combination 
regimens 11 15 1.00 

Prednisolone +Azathioprine combination regimens 7 5 1.00 
Prednisolone + Hydroxychloroquine +Azathioprine  

Combination regimens 4 3 1.00 
Prednisolone dose (mg/week) 130.75 + 31.14 118.38 + 25.52 0.76 

Laboratory data       
Hemoglobin  (mg/dL, mean + SD) 11.9 + 1.17 12.3 +  1.47 0.314 
Hematocrit (mg/dL, mean + SD) 35.2+ 3.57 36.5+ 4.31 0.307 

SLEDAI score 2.65 + 1.46 2.15 + 1.53 0.426 
WBC (cell/m3 , mean + SD)  5776+ 2156 6713+ 3957 0.269 
Plt  (cell/m3 , mean + SD) 246905  +  90894 314900+  81721 0.017* 
ESR (h-1 ,  mean + SD) 34.16 + 22.8 33.10 + 24.89 0.851 

SCr  (mg/dL, mean + SD) 0.786 + 0.335 0.760+ 0.210 0.891 
AST ((IU. , mean + SD) 36.67 + 1.15  47.33 + 27.6 0.347 
ALT ((IU. , mean + SD) 87.75 + 38,38 36.60 + 18.40 0.039* 

 
WBC = white blood cell,  Plt= platelet, ESR= erythrocyte sedimentation rate, Scr = Serum creatinine, AST= Aspartate
aminotransferase, ALT = Alanine amino transferase 

 
* Significant difference at p< 0.05 level 
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Table 21.  The plasma GSH  of each patients in 2 groups  at baseline and at  6 months  

Plasma GSH (µM)  

 at  base line 

Plasma GSH (µM)   

at  6 months 
Patient 

No 
Control group NAC group 

Patient 
No 

Control group NAC group 

1 471.90 692.78 1 483.72 521.39 

2 621.78 409.31 2 478.32 948.46 

3 484.59 516.73 3 545.53 580.3 

4 409.94 562.62 4 473.67 247.45 

5 570.20 313.58 5 480.44 862.26 

6 452.71 717.06 6 418.57 1234.3 

7 356.93 409.93 7 3625.45 893.39 

8 512.0 491.12 8 269.19 503.7 

9 340.29 498.33 9 786.66 370.27 

10 1964.87 1970.30 10 1109.6 325.33 

11 898.59 509.87 11 342.29 2918.39 

12 784.23 766.04 12 1348.4 238.63 

13 786.90 473.83 13 219.76 338.32 

14 533.46 700.98 14 879.97 460.12 

15 269.99 219.28 15 839.61 318.74 

16 82.08 230.59 16 1070.31 517.81 

17 499.51 2018.45 17 813.73 613.46 

18 350.56 438.72 18 1063.76 353.28 

19 434.62 1059.60 19 766.64 794.52 

20 588.67 470.60 20 761.83 1005.85 

Mean + SD 570.69 + 377.55 673.49+491.31 Mean + SD 838.87+738.64 702.30+592.97 

P value 0.932 P value 0.250 
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Table 22.  The plasma MDA of each patients in 2 groups at baseline and at 6 months  

Plasma MDA (µM)  at 
base line 

Plasma MDA (µM)  at 

 6 months Patient 
No 

Control group NAC group 

Patient 
No 

Control group NAC group 

1 0.265 0.583 1 0.214 0.214 

2 0.981 0.980 2 0.239 0.239 

3 0.347 1.007 3 0.844 0.844 

4 0.235 0.898 4 0.762 0.762 

5 0.619 0.631 5 0.308 0.308 

6 0.522 0.697 6 0.256 0.256 

7 0.265 0.621 7 0.221 0.221 

8 0.331 0.217 8 0.331 0.331 

9 0.592 0.344 9 0.420 0.420 

10 0.797 0.314 10 0.290 0.290 

11 0.235 0.292 11 0.268 0.268 

12 0.361 0.189 12 0.329 0.329 

13 0.490 0.346 13 0.318 0.318 

14 0.550 0.868 14 0.135 0.135 

15 0.341 0.327 15 0.233 0.233 

16 0.464 0.651 16 0.367 0.367 

17 0.789 0.280 17 0.358 0.358 

18 0.216 0.450 18 0.530 0.530 

19 0.141 0.189 19 0.419 0.419 

20 0.239 0.246 20 0.233 0.233 

Mean + SD 0.439+ 0.227 0.507+ 0.274 Mean + SD 0.472+ 0.286 0.354+  0.178 

P value 0.655 P value 0.138 
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Table 23 Effect of NAC on plasma GSH and plasma MDA concentrations at  6 months 

Parameters 
(Mean+ SEM) 

Group Baseline 6 months P value 

MDA (µM) Control 
NAC 

0.439 + 0.057 
0.507 + 0.068 

0.472 + 0.076 
0.354 + 0.040 

0.875 
0.023* 

GSH (µM) Control 
NAC 

574.56 + 83.98 
673.48+ 70.78 

838.87 + 161.84 
702..30 + 132.59 

0.174 
0.702 

*Significant difference at 0.05 level 
 
             

 
  
 Figure  17  Effect of NAC on mean GSH concentration (µM)  
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Figure  18   Effect of NAC on mean MDA concentration (µM)  

* Significant difference at 0.05 level (p = 0.023) 
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Effect of NAC on prednisolone dose and SLEDAI score in mild SLE patients 

The individual prednisolone dosage of SLE patients in each group was presented in Table 24.  

There was statistically difference in proportion of SLE patients who could taper and could not taper 

prednisolone.  All patients in NAC group could tapper prednisolone, while only 13 patients in control group 

could decrease prednisolone dose.  The chi-square test was illustrated in Table 25 and Table 26, 

respectively.  Although significant different of prednisolone dose between baseline and at 6 month therapy 

was found in both groups.  However, that significant was only found in NAC group when classified by 

SLEDAI score as less than 4 and more than or equal to 4 (as presented in Table 27 (p<0.05)).   The 

SLEDAI score of each patient in 2 groups (control and NAC group) were presented in Table 28.  SLEDAI 

score in NAC group was significant difference from control group as shown in Figure 19.   The significant 

difference between subject in 2 groups was found (p< 0.05) by Analysis of  Variance (ANOVA) test  as 

shown in appendix A.  Consider about relapse, one patient in control groups was relapsed during tapper 

prednisolone dose while no one in NAC group was relapsed.   Five patients who received NAC were 

withdrawn from the study; one was inconvenient to have regularly followed up, one subject had allergy of 

excipient in NAC preparation, two subjects had severe headache, and one subject had lost follow up.  The 

replacement of patients in NAC group was performed by random sampling.   
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Table 24.  The prednisolone dose  (mg/week) of each patients in 2 groups  at baseline and at 6 months  

 

Prednisolone (mg/week)  at base line Prednisolone (mg/week)  at  

6 months Patient No 

Control group NAC group 

Patient No 

Control group NAC group 

1 35.0 17.5 1 17.5 0.176 

2 140.0 105.0 2 70.0 0.197 

3 315.0 140.0 3 105.0 0.695 

4 35.0 140.0 4 17.5 0.628 

5 0.0 420.0 5 140.0 0.254 

6 140.0 350.0 6 35.0 0.211 

7 105.0 0.00 7 70.0 0.182 

8 17.5 105.0 8 0.0 0.273 

9 315.0 270.0 9 140.0 0.346 

10 35.0 140.0 10 7.5 0.239 

11 315.0 0.0 11 105.0 0.221 

12 35.0 17.5 12 35.0 0.271 

13 17.5 70.0 13 17.5 0.262 

14 0.0 67.5 14 0.0 0.111 

15 315.0 35.0 15 35.0 0.192 

16 280.0 70.0 16 105.0 0.302 

17 25.0 0.0 17 25.0 0.295 

18 420.0 140.0 18 35.0 0.437 

19 35.0 140.0 19 70.0 0.345 

20 35.0 140.0 20 35.0 0.192 

Mean + SEM 130.75+ 31.14 118.38+ 25.51 Mean + SEM 53.25+ 10.00 47.52+  11.37 

P value 0.760 P value 0.707 

 P= 0.012 
P= 0.002 
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Table 25  Number of SLE  patients who can tapper or cannot tapper prednisolone 
 
 

  GROUP 
  Control (n=20) NAC (n=20) 

Total  
(n=40) 

PREDTAPE * No tapper 7 0 7 
 tapper 13 20 33 

 

          * Significant difference at 0.05 level 
 
 

Table 26  Chi-square test of prednisolone tappering in control group versus NAC group 

 

 Value Df Asymp. Sig. 

(2-sided) 

Exact Sig. 

(2-sided) 

Exact Sig. 

(1-sided) 

Pearson Chi-Square 8.485 1 .004   

Continuity Correction 6.234 1 .013   

Likelihood Ratio 11.200 1 .001   

Fisher's Exact Test    .008* .004* 

Linear-by-Linear Association 8.273 1 .004   

N of Valid Cases 40     

* Significant difference at 0.05 level 

 
 Df = degree of freedom 
 Asymp. Sig = asymptotic significance 
 
 
 
 
 

* p = 0.008 
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Table 27  Effect of NAC on prednisolone dose at 6 months  

Parameters 

(Mean+ SEM) 

Group N Baseline 6 months P value 

Prednisolone dose of  all 

subjects in both group 

Control 

NAC 

20 

20 

130.75 + 31.14 

118.38 + 25.51 

  53.25 + 10.00 

47.52 + 11.37 

0.012* 

0.002* 

Prednisolone dose of 

subjects who had SLEDAI 

> 4 in both group 

Control 

NAC 

9 

6 

172.08 + 68.29 

150.55 + 70.78 

68.83 + 29.37 

 59.16 + 37.21 

0.124 

0.014* 

Prednisolone dose of 

subjects who had SLEDAI 

Iess than 4 in both group 

Control 

NAC 

11 

14 

141.60 + 42.69 

97.50 + 17.57 

51.32 + 15.47 

 38.39 + 10.31 

0.274 

0.0001* 

 
* Significant difference at 0.05 level 
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Table 28.  The SLEDAI score of each patients in 2 groups at baseline and at 6 months  

 

SLEDAI score at base line SLEDAI score at 6 months Patient 

 No Control group NAC group 

Patient 
No Control group NAC group 

1 1 1 1 0 0 

2 1 1 2 2 3 

3 4 2 3 2 0 

4 4 1 4 4 1 

5 1 5 5 0 4 

6 4 4 6 3 2 

7 4 1 7 0 0 

8 0 3 8 0 0 

9 4 2 9 0 1 

10 2 1 10 2 0 

11 2 1 11 0 0 

12 4 2 12 4 0 

13 4 4 13 1 1 

14 1 4 14 0 0 

15 4 4 15 2 2 

16 4 4 16 2 3 

17 4 0 17 4 0 

18 2 0 18 2 0 

19 2 1 19 2 0 

20 2 2 20 0 2 

Mean + SEM 2.65+ 1.46 2.15+ 1.53 Mean + SD 1.50+ 1.47 0.95+ 1.28 

P value 0.30 P value 0.24 

 
 
 

P= 0.003 
P= 0.001 
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Figure 19 The mean SLEDAI at each month during the 6 months study period. 

 * significant different (p<0.05) between control and NAC group since 3 months of study 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

*p = 0.001 
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 Clinical outcome and adverse effect of NAC 

  According to random interviewing patients who received NAC, four patients informed that 

they felt better, fresher, and had  better skin appearance as compare to before starting NAC.  The blood 

test results and other clinical symptoms such as decrease in hair falling, no new rash appeared, no fatigue, 

and no joint pain also showed better clinical outcomes.  However, there were three patients who might 

have side effect caused by NAC.  Two patients had severe headache which the symptom disappeared 

when the drug was discontinued.  One patient might allergic to the excipient of NAC with rash symptom, 

because she used to administer another form of NAC (powers) without side effects.   
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CHAPTER V 
DISCUSSION AND RECOMMENDATION 

DISCUSSION 

Epidemiology and drug’s pattern study 

From local prevalence study, the number of SLE patients increased from the year 2000 to 2006.   

The reason for increasing the number of SLE patients might due to the improvement of diagnostic method 

and the more sensitive evaluation criteria based on the current criteria of ACR.   However, this increasing 

circumstance is a cautious sign for healthcare professionals to concern about this disease.  

 The drug therapy pattern of SLE at Ramathibodi hospital was similar to international guideline for 

treatment of SLE.[104-106].  Prednisolone has also been the main core drug therapy, however the exact dose 

for various severity of SLE has not been standardized.  According to systemic side effect of high dose 

prednisolone, therefore, selection of other immunosuppressive agents for mild to moderate severity is a 

good strategy to taper steroids usage.   In this center, combination therapy with steroids pattern have been 

the most common choice. Four main drugs were selected to compare the therapeutic outcome among 

different disease severity; prednisolone, choroquine, azathioprine and hydroxychloroquine. Prednisolone 

containing regimens gave satisfied therapeutic outcome. The most 2-drugs combinations which were 

frequent prescribed were prednisolone with hydroxychloroquine, prednisolone with azathioprine, 

prednisolone with chloroquine, respectively, while the three combination regimen which was frequently used 

was prednisolone plus azathioprine and chloroquine.   However, because of retrospective method, the 

exact conclusion that prednisolone containing regimens are the most effective should not be implemented.  

The severity of SLE is not significant factor which effects on the ratio of patients who use and not use 

prednisolone containing regimens since prednisolone containing regimens were used in SLE patients with 

any severity, only the dosages were different. The more severity, the more often that higher steroid dosage 
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will be prescribed.    The recent study also supported the role of prescribing high dose of steroids. [107]  The 

most concern during steroids use is its side effect which also occurs at Ramathibodi hospital, however it 

can be managed by gradually tapered down the dosage of steroids.   

 Chloroquine and azathioprine were the other two main drugs which were given in satisfied 

therapeutic out comes in SLE patients.   The percentage of cyclophosphamide usage tended to increase in 

more severity (moderate and severe cases).  More SLE patients with moderate and severe level frequently 

received cyclophosphamide than mild severity patients.   This results agreed with previous clinical trials of 

cyclophosphamide which showed its effectiveness in the treatment of lupus nephritis (LN)  patients with are 

classified as moderate severity of SLE.[108-110]. Hydroxychloroquine is an antimalarial drug that 

recommended for SLE treatment.   The interests in using this drug in SLE patients and the investigation of 

its effectiveness has been increased. Moreover, the recommendation of measuring hydroxychloroquine 

level was proposed to monitor its effectiveness in SLE patients since the association of subtherapeutic 

hydroxychloroquine level and exacerbation of SLE was detected.[111-117].  Currently, recommendation of 

using hydroxychloroquine was proposed even when patients were in remission to prevent SLE flare or 

relapsed.   

 In severe SLE patients, it was found that prednisolone   containing regimens give  significantly 

different proportion of patients in terms of better therapeutic outcomes.   In contrast, azathioprine and 

chloroquine containing regimens gave significant higher improvement than those in non-received these 

regimens group.  From the results, it seems that azathioprine and chloroquine may give satisfied respond 

in severe SLE patients.   This finding is in agreement with those previous studies which reported that 

azathioprine and chloroquine could be used for maintenance therapy in this group of patients, besides, 

another advantage of these two drugs is  their safety to use in pregnancy or children.[105, 118-124]   Another 

point of view, SLE patients who had already been in remission stage were more frequently received 

azathioprine, choroquine or hydroxychloroquine for maintenance therapy and prevent relapse as previously 

mentioned.  
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 According to the association results of SLE duration and the frequency use of drugs, when 

concerning of prednisolone, azathioprine, cyclophosphamide, chloroquine and hydroxychloroquine, there 

was only significant association between SLE duration and the frequency of using azathioprine, while the 

rests are given non significant results.  This may be implied that, azathioprine is frequently used in early 

onset of SLE, if the symptoms are more severe.  This information is agreed with clinical trials of using 

azathioprine which has been frequently prescribed in patients who were hospitalized with severe renal 

involvement (especially in lupus nephritis).[105, 125-133] 

Although using of bioactive agents such as anti-CD4 receptors have been recommended in SLE 

patients who were resisted to the conventional therapy, the frequency of use is still low, this may due to the 

high cost of the bioactive agents. 

 The limitation of this study is lacking strong evidence to confirm the efficacy of each drug  in  

treatment of  SLE patients because it did not design as clinical trial.  However, some results are agreed 

with the guideline or treatment recommendation (which come from clinical trials).[22, 104, 119, 134, 135]   Since, 

the objective of this study was only to observe the pattern of regimens in the treatment of systemic lupus 

erythematosus and try to correlate it with clinical outcomes.   Another point of the weakness of this study is 

the cross-sectional design; therefore, the results cannot be implied if the time is changed.  For example, 

about the drug pattern study and clinical outcome found that SLE patients who not received prednisolone 

had more proportion (percentage) of remission than patients who received prednisolone.  However, the 

started time is not the same.  Some patients previously received prednisolone and can stopped taking in 

the study periods.  Therefore, it cannot exactly conclude that prednisolone is not effective even the 

proportion of remission was less than the patients who did not received prednisolone.   Well-controlled 

clinical trials are the importance supporting for evaluation the effective of using drug regimens.   However, 

because the aim of this study was only to explore the trend of drug using regimens and try to relate with 

therapeutic outcomes, the information from this study have to use with caution before application to clinical 

practice.  The comparison with previously clinical trials is necessary.   
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  There are many parameters which are used to evaluate the severity of SLE such as 

SLEDAI 2k, MEXSLEDAI, SLEDAI, BILAG, LAI, ECLAM, SLAM.  However, in this study, only SLEDAI was 

used because it is the most common standard parameter used to evaluate SLE severity, it has been 

validated for a long time and many centers use it as the routine parameter for monitoring because it was 

easy to use, only 24 items of information required.  Other parameters contain more items leading take 

more time to evaluate.[100] Although SLEDAI is most commonly use in many centers, but it has a limitation 

when the laboratory facility is not available.  Recent researchers have tried to develop more accurate, 

precise and simplify tools for evaluation of SLE severity which provided more usefulness in clinical trials.  

 In lupus congress 2007 conference, the use of standardized monitoring tools in SLE clinical trials 

are promised after the year 2007.    

 

Validation method of glutathione and MDA analysis 

 The analysis method of glutathione and MDA were validated.  According to the results, both 

methods showed acceptable specificity, accuracy, precision and recovery.  In term of specificity, no change 

of the absorbance was found when the blank sample was expressed.  The percentages of inaccuracies 

were less than 20%.  The acceptable precisions, which received in terms of coefficient of variation, were 

less than 15%.   The linearity of glutathione concentration of 0-100 µM and intensity, MDA concentration of 

0-3 µM and intensity were obtained with satisfied correlation coefficient (r).  The percentage of recovery 

was more than 80%.  Thus, both methods were appropriate for analysis of glutathione and, MDA in plasma 

sample.  Furthermore, the samples kept frozen at -20 °C were stable for at least 2 weeks.[136] and the 

storage time of the samples obtained for all patients was not longer than the stability study.  This would 

ensure the assay results.  The reasons that selection of spectrophotometer for the measurement of MDA 

and GSH level are as followed: first, it does not take long time to analyze; second, the use of the 

instrument does not need high analytical skill as compared to HPLC or LCMS.  Therefore, new workers or 

new members who have less experience of the analytical skill can take the responsibility to this task. Third, 
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this method has been used in many analytical setting.   However, other analytical methods could be 

developed for more accurate results. 

 

Distribution and correlation of oxidative status in SLE patients with different severity 

 Comparision of prednisolone, immunosuppressives and antimalarial doses versus SLE severity. 

  From the results, the more severity of SLE, the higher prednisolone dose was 

administered.  However, due to the concern about  side effects of high prednisolone dosage  which involve 

metabolic and many organs system such as bone, ophthalmic and, GI [137],  several physicians prefer to 

add second and/or third drugs (steroid sparing agents) rather than increasing the steroid dosage.   Focus 

on immunosuppressive agents and antimalarials doses, non-significant association between dose of 

azathioprine or cyclophospharmide versus SLE severity were observed.  While there was a significant 

association between chloroquine dose and severity (p=0.044).  Its dosage tends to be higher In moderate 

SLE patients.  Focus on moderate SLE patients, the number of SLE patient who received chloroquine quite 

higher than hydroxychloroquine (12 vs 4, data not shown).  This may due to the side effect of chloroquine 

which cause retinal maculapathy therefore its dose in severe SLE patients was reduced in severe SLE 

patients. 

 

 Distribution and correlation of oxidative status in SLE patients with different severity  

 Base on the evidence that   imbalance of oxidative status involves in the pathology of systemic 

lupus erythematosus,[26, 98, 102, 138-140]  this study was performed to determine the correlation of oxidative 

status parameters and the degree of severity of SLE disease.   From the results, the value of MDA and 

GSH varied widely.  The correlation between severity and MDA level and correlation between severity and 

GSH level were observed.  However, because the nature of SLE diseases has multiple factorials, the 

correlation coefficients of these 2 parameters (GSH and MDA) were low.  The other factors such as 

duration of SLE, prednisolone dosage should be considered.  Larger samples and longer follow up periods 
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will be needed.   Although this study did not show the significant relationship between MDA and severity of 

the disease, MDA level was higher in more severity SLE patients.  This trend is in agreement with previous 

study which showed the correlation of MDA level and SLEDAI scores,[26]  with Pearson’s correlation = 0.40.   

However, this study did found significant correlation at p= 0.05 level between MDA and SLEDAI score.  

The reason for finding lower correlation in this study may due to the effect of prednisolone on lipid 

peroxidation, since the recruited patients in previous study did not received prednisonlone.   

There were four severe SLE patients who had low GSH levels  and then were died because of 

complication.   This supported the important role of GSH to be set as a marker of oxidative organ damage.   

 Gluthatione precursor’s supplementation should be considered in severe SLE patients to improve 

oxidative status.  However, more research about this propose should be performed and other factors 

should also be included into the analysis such as other underlining diseases, co-administration drugs, etc.   

 

  Effect of NAC on lipid peroxidation and GSH in mild SLE patients 

 According to the results, administration of 1800 mg NAC as adjunctive therapy did not give 

significant different in GSH level.  However, the MDA level of NAC group was significantly lower than 

control group after six months of therapy.       The result was similar to the phase I study about the effect 

of NAC as a chemopreventive in patients who suffered from malignancy. [34]   No correlation between NAC 

concentration and percentage of change of GSH in peripheral blood lymphocyte in malignant patients.   

The effect of NAC as glutathione precursor  has prolonged for a short time and this positive effect occurred 

only in some patients. [34] .   The pitfall of this study may result from part 2.in this study since the GSH level 

of mild SLE patients did not significant different from control.  Therefore, the significant effect of increase of 

GSH was not observed when NAC were administered in mild SLE patients.  Another reason may be due to 

pro-oxidant effect of NAC which  has been reported to be found  from in vitro study  [141].   High dose of 

NAC may cause higher free radicals and make lower GSH level which were lower than control group.   
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However, significant anti-oxidant effect [5, 142, 143] was also found as MDA level was lower in NAC group at 6 

months.    

 Focus on mechanism of action of NAC which may be able to explain the results, it reveals that 

even though deacetylation of NAC releases cysteine which is the primary agent for glutathione synthesis.    

However, the synthesis process of GSH does not only require cysteine, the two more amino acids; glycine 

and glutamine are also required in the later processes. In addition, the activity of GSH synthesis enzymes 

may be an intrinsic factor.   Therefore, GSH level did not increase significantly after co-administration with 

NAC.   In contrast, this MDA synthesis process, require only the step of lipid peroxidation of  fatty acid and 

this lipid peroxidation process  is inhibited by NAC,  therefore, a significant decrease in plasma MDA level 

could be found. This simple explanation might more clarified by Figure 20.  Polymorphism issue of 

glutathione synthase enzyme in SLE patients which made the variation of GSH levels were also 

established.  [144-146]   

 

Effect of NAC on prednisolone dose and SLEDAI score in mild SLE patients 

All patients in NAC group could tapper prednisolone dose. While only 13 out of 20 patients in 

control group who could decrease prednisolone dose. The result showed statistically significant difference 

in proportion of patients who could tapper prednisolone between NAC group and control group. (p=0.008). 

Focus on the SLEADAI score, the effect of NAC on SLEDAI score seemed to be found since third 

months of NAC‘s  administration.  It may be implied that the initial effect of NAC that lowering MDA had 

seen since about three months of its administration.  

 This study had some limitation.  First, only one fixed dose of NAC was administered.  Therefore, 

the results showed only the effect of 1800 mg NAC. Further studies should be performed in another dose 

of NAC.  In fact, patients should be recruited into the study since their first visit and baseline data should 

be taken while the patient had not been treated with prednisolone or other drugs. However, in this study 
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which was performed in tertiary care center, it was difficult to recruit new case of patient who had not been 

treated with any drugs.   Even this study tried to match cases by age, the truly matched cases between 2 

groups could not be performed.   Further match case study should be repeated for reducing as much as 

confounding factors as possible. 

 Another limitation is about severity of SLE.  In this study, only mild SLE patients were recruited.   

Evaluation of the effect of NAC in moderate or severe SLE patients should be performed; more distinctive 

effect of NAC may be concluded.  

 No standard tool was used in the process of interviewing the SLE patients.  However, at least, the 

information obtained from this study may enhance investigators to perform a better designed study to find 

out the effect of NAC on other dimension of out comes, for example evaluating the quality of life by build 

up a series of questionnaire.   

In conclusion, administration of 1800 mg NAC may help SLE patients who were classified as minor 

symptoms to taper prednisolone dose to reduce undesired side effects.   The MDA level was significantly 

lower after using NAC for 6 months. The quality of life of several patients seem to be better, no serious 

side effect was found.    
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Figure 20  Effect of NAC on the process of GSH and MDA synthesis 
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RECOMMENDATION 

  Further study is recommended as the following issues 

  Larger number of subjects, more frequent observation and longer period of follow up 

should be performed. 

  Different doses of NAC should be implemented parallel with the pharmacokinetic of NAC in 

the patients. 

   Expansion of NAC to moderate and severe SLE should be established.   

   Expansions of duration of NAC administration are recommended to evaluate long term 

effect of NAC.   

    Measurement of other biological substance, such as the activity of GSH synthesis 

enzymes (glutathione peroxidase, glutathione synthase) should be evaluated to better understanding the 

mechanism of NAC.   

    Further investigation about the relationship of GSH or MDA in plasma and red blood cell 

are required to find out the reason of inconsistent relationship. 

   Some other oxidative stress markers may be used to confirm the effect of NAC in 

reducing oxidative stress of SLE patients.   

   The cost effectiveness of NAC administration as adjunctive therapy in SLE patients should 

also be evaluated in the later step if the co-administration of NAC has been confirmed to cause some 

benefit in SLE patients.   
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    CHAPTER VI 

CONCLUSION 

From the result of three parts it can conclude that 

1. There have been an increase in the prevalence of SLE during 7 years  (2000 – 2006)  

from  267.18 to 552.64 per 100,000 patients. The increasing may be also due to the development of 

diagnostic procedure and criteria.   

2.  Prednisolone is still the major drug in the treatment of SLE, while the combinations with 

others immunosuppressants are also increased.   The drug therapy pattern at Ramathibodi hospital was 

similar to international guideline for SLE treatment.  Combination drug regimens was frequently used.  The 

two drug regimens which was commonly used in Ramathibodi hospital were prednisolone plus 

hydroxychloroquine, prednisolone plus azathioprine and prednisolone plus chloroquine. The commonly 

three combination drug regimens was prednisolone plus azathioprine plus hydroxychlorquine.   The 

prednisolone containing regimens gave more significantly satisfied outcome when compared to non 

prednisolone containing regimens.  

3.  The significant correlation between GSH concentration and severity  of SLE was 

observed.  While  the significant correlation of  MDA  concentration with different severity was not found.   

  3.1 The regression equation of correlation of GSH and severity was proposed as the 

following: 

 GSH level (µM) = -117 Group severity +638.068  (p= 0.006) 
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 3.2 The regression equation of correlation of GSH and SLEDAI scores was proposed as 

the following: 

  GSH level (µM) = -6.704 SLEDAI + 463.717  (p= 0.008) 

3.3 The regression equation of correlation of prednisolone dose and severity was proposed 

as the following: 

 Prednisolone dose (mg/week) = 186.82 Group severity -139.558 (p= 0.0001)   

3.4 The regression equation of correlation of prednisolone dose and SLEDAI scores was 

proposed as the following: 

 Prednisolone dose (mg/week) = 10.509 SLEDAI +45.58 (p= 0.0001) 

4. From pharmacodynamic study of NAC in mild SLE patients it could be concluded that 

4.1   Administration of NAC may help to tapering prednisolone dosage.   

4.2  Significant of its lower MDA effect in NAC group was observed. While no significant  

of  GSH level was found.   Further studies are needed to confirm these results.   

4.3  The significant different of lowering SLEDAI  score  during 6 months in NAC group 

had been observed since the third of NAC administration.   
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Table 1 Comparison of proportion of SLE patients who received and no receive prednisolone containing 

regimens relate to outcomes 

1a. Mild SLE 

Out comes, N (%) 
Group Remission 

or inactive 
Improved Active Death Total 

Received 50 (79.36)   7 (11.11) 6 (9.52) 0 (0.00) 63 
No 42 (93.33)  3 ( 6.67) 0 (0.00) 0 (0.00) 45 

Total 92 10 6 0 108 
 

 

1b. Moderate SLE 

Out comes, N (%) 
Group Remission 

or inactive 
Improved Active Death Total 

Received 66 (85.71) 7 (9.09) 4 (5.19) 0 (0.00) 77 
No 61 (85.92) 6 (8.45) 4 (5.63) 0 (0.00) 71 

Total 127 13 8 0 148 
  
 
 
1c. Severe SLE 

Out comes, N (%) 
Group Remission 

or inactive 
Improved Active Death Total 

Received 12 (85.71)  2 (14.29) 0 (0.00) 0 (0.00) 14 
No 9 (75.00)  1  (8.33) 1 (8.33) 1 (8.33) 12 

Total 21 3 1 1 26 
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Table 2  Comparison of proportion of SLE patients who received chloroquine containing regimens relate to 

outcomes  

2a. Mild SLE 

Out comes N (%) 
Group Remission 

or  inactive 
Improved active Death 

Total 

Received 11 (73.33)  3 (20.00) 1 (6.67) 0 (0.00) 15 
No  81 (87.10) 7 (7.50)  5 (5.38) 0 (0.00) 93 

Total 92 10 6 0 108 
 

2b. Moderate SLE 

Out comes, N (%) 
Group Remission 

or inactive 
Improved Active death 

Total 

Received 7 (46.67) 6 (40.00)  2 (13.33) 0 (0.00) 15 
No 120 (9.02)  7 (5.26)  6 (4.51) 0 (0.00) 133 

Total 127 13 8 0  148 
 
2c. Severe SLE 

Out comes, N (%)  
Group Remission 

or inactive 
Improved active death 

Total 

Received   1 (33.33)   2 (66.67) 0 (0.00) 0 (0.00) 3 
No 20 (86.96) 1 (4.36) 1 (4.35) 1 (4.35) 23 

Total 21 3  1  1 26 
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Table 3  Comparison of proportion of SLE patients who received azathioprine containing regimens relate to 

outcomes  

3a. Mild SLE 

Out comes, N (%) 
Group Remission 

or inactive 
Improved active Death 

Total 

Received 15 (93.75)  0 ( 0.00)  1 (6.25) 0 (0.00) 16 
No 77 (83.69)   10 (10.87)  5 (5.43) 0 (0.00) 92 

Total 92 10 6 0 108 
 

 

3b. Moderate SLE 

Out comes, N (%) 
Group Remission 

or inactive 
Improved active death 

Total 

Received 23 (92.00) 1 (4.00) 2 (8.00) 0 (0.00) 25 
No 104 (84.55) 12(7.76) 6 (4.88) 1 (0.00)  123 

Total 127 13 8 1 148 
 
 
 
3c. Severe SLE 

Out comes, N (%)  
Group Remission 

or inactive 
Improved active death 

Total 

Received 1 (50.00)   1 (50.00) 0 (0.00) 0 (0.00) 2 
No 20 (83.33) 2 (4.55) 1 (4.17) 1 (4.17) 24 

Total 21 3  1  1 26 
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Table 4  Comparison of proportion of SLE patients who received hydroxychloroquine containing regimens 

relate to outcomes  

4a. Mild SLE 

Out comes, N (%) 
Group Remission 

or inactive 
Improved active Death 

Total 

Received 16 (94.12) 0 (0.00) 1 (5.88) 0 (0.00) 17 
No 76 (83.52) 10 (10.99) 5 (5.49) 0 (0.00) 91 

Total 92 10 6 0 108 
 

 

4b. Moderate SLE 

Out comes, N (%) 
Group Remission 

or inactive 
Improved active death 

Total 

Received 26 (92.85) 2 (7.14) 0 (0.00) 0 (0.00) 28 
No 101 (84.17) 9 (7.50) 8 (6.67) 0 (0.00) 120 

Total 127 11 8 0  148 
 
 
4c. Severe SLE 

Out comes, N (%)  
Group Remission 

or inactive  
Improved active death 

Total 

Received 4 (100.00) 0 (0.00)  0 (0.00) 0 (0.0) 4 
No 17 (77.27)   3 (13.64) 1 (4.45) 1 (4.54) 22 

Total 21 3  1  0 26 
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Table 5  Plasma Malondialdehyde (MDA) Concentration (µM) in Systemic Lupus Erythematosus (SLE) patients  

who did not receive NAC 

Subject No Base line 2 weeks 1 month 2 months 3 months 4 months 5 months 6 months 

1 0.265  0.520 0.279   0.269 0.317 

2 0.981 0.388 1.129 0.171 0.255   0.365 

3 0.347   0.967  0.166  0.299 

4 0.235   0.217   0.272 0.288 

5 0.619 0.753  0.422 0.445 0.259 0.110 0.399 

6 0.522  0.195 0.296 0.344 0.725 0.245 0.550 

7 0.265  0.192 0.369 0.171 0.334 0.511 0.296 

8 0.331   0.311    0.479 

9 0.592 0.204  0.318  0.287 0.159 0.420 

10 0.797  0.416 0.252 0.004   1.181 

11 0.235 0.248 0.030 0.328 0.367 0.163  0.346 

12 0.361    0.322 0.333  1.149 

13 0.490 0.922 0.959 0.195 0.212 0.628  0.380 

14 0.550   0.168   0.364 0.317 

15 0.341  2.027  0.153 0.547  0.217 

16 0.464 0.469 0.310 0.828 0.381  0.518 0.590 

17 0.789       0.278 

18 0.216      0.630 0.438 

19 0.141    0.282   0.927 

20 0.239    0.503   0.197 
Mean 0.439 0.497 0.590 0.366 0.286 0.362 0.342 0.510 

SD 0.227 0.285 0.633 0.238 0.138 0.203 0.177 0.286 
SEM 0.057 0.116 0.211 0.064 0.037 0.054 0.047 0.076 
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Table 6 Plasma  Malondialdehyde (MDA) Concentration (µM) in Systemic Lupus Erythematosus (SLE) patients 

who received NAC 

Subject No Base line 2 weeks 1 month 2 months 3 months 4 months 5 months 6 months 

1 0.583  0.244 0.611  0.303  0.214 

2 0.980  1.444 0.670  0.799  0.239 

3 1.007  0.255 0.053 0.279   0.844 

4 0.898  0.207 0.348 0.172 0.308  0.762 

5 0.631 0.155 0.240 0.259  0.303  0.308 

6 0.697 0.210 0.244 0.319 1.018 0.280 0.649 0.256 

7 0.621  0.191 0.618   0.445 0.221 

8 0.217  0.374 0.376   0.231 0.331 

9 0.344   0.257 1.238  0.390 0.420 

10 0.314 0.268 0.321 0.269 0.516  0.347 0.290 

11 0.292  0.223  0.351  0.295 0.268 

12 0.189     0.356  0.329 

13 0.346  0.560   0.387  0.318 

14 0.868   0.296 0.454  0.589 0.135 

15 0.327 0.242   0.221   0.233 

16 0.651  0.311 0.303 0.339  0.358 0.367 

17 0.280   0.265  0.696  0.358 

18 0.450  0.256 0.214    0.530 

19 0.189     0.327  0.419 

20 0.246    0.311   0.233 
Mean 0.507 0.219 0.375 0.357 0.510 0.429 0.413 0.354 

SD 0.274 0.049 0.336 0.172 0.355 0.191 0.143 0.178 
SEM 0.068 0.022 0.101 0.048 0.098 0.053 0.040 0.049 
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Table 7  Plasma Glutathione (GSH) concentration (µM)in Systemic Lupus Erythematosus (SLE) patients  
                who did not receive NAC 
Subject No Base line 2 weeks 1 month 2 months 3 months 4 months 5 months 6 months 

1 471.90  525.80 478.74   319.22 483.72 
2 621.78 350.20 387.40 332.99 252.06   478.32 
3 484.59   269.13  625.12  545.53 
4 409.94   277.53   200.46 473.67 
5 570.20 304.19  1068.57 491.65 831.12 637.11 480.44 
6 452.71  518.34 215.67 214.73 678.11 413.48 418.57 
7 356.93  690.13 218.24 506.03 319.24 475.43 3625.45 
8 512.0   570.95    269.19 
9 340.29 443.89  634.72  642.55 626.06 786.66 

10 1964.87  386.35 606.44 744.18   1109.6 
11 898.59 629.007 746.07 455.12 461.9 681.82  342.29 
12 784.23    894.56 1359.66  1348.4 
13 786.90 243.10 469.70 829.44 508.50 161.72  219.76 
14 533.46   406.63   394.94 879.97 
15 269.99  634.07  526.08 641.61  839.61 
16 82.08 423.03 379.17 263.73 468.76  1712.57 1070.31 
17 499.51       813.73 
18 350.56      268.84 1063.76 
19 434.62    210.89   766.64 
20 588.67    340.51   761.83 

Mean 570.69 398.90 526.34 473.42 468.32 660.11 560.90 838.87 
SD 377.55 135.03 137.18 250.28 204.14 332.77 456.43 738.64 

SEM 94.39 55.13 45.73 66.89 54.56 88.94 121.99 197.41 
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Table 8  Plasma Glutathione (GSH) concentration (µM) in Systemic Lupus Erythematosus (SLE) patients 

      who received NAC 

Subject No Base line 2 weeks 1 month 2 months 3 months 4 months 5 months 6 months 

1 692.78  366.95 384.43  680.48  521.39 

2 409.31  364.12 328.90  784.16  948.46 

3 516.73  1124.9 3040.5 1066.11   580.3 

4 562.62  917.12 827.76 801.79 733.67  247.45 

5 313.58 475.67 390.03 276.59  469.46  862.26 

6 717.06 603.03 593.22 517.88 657.07 659.74 334.17 1234.3 

7 409.93  753.14 570.67   418.41 893.39 

8 491.12  488.03 391.31   469.93 503.7 

9 498.33   432.91 274.67  314.40 370.27 

10 1970.30 1367.92 745.04 396.486 478.49  442.69 325.33 

11 509.87  611.12  572.82  473.98 2918.39 

12 766.04     450.25  238.63 

13 473.83  776.26   559.73  338.32 

14 700.98   236.79 407.11  624.26 460.12 

15 219.28 504.84   234.58   318.74 

16 230.59  547.98 432.67 285.48  1095.42 517.81 

17 2018.45   2251.00  226.152  613.46 

18 438.72  584.49 675.41    353.28 

19 1059.60     400.95  794.52 

20 470.60    5282.15   1005.85 
Mean 673.49 737.87 635.57 775.99 530.90 570.46 521.66 702.30 

SD 491.31 423.56 224.52 824.87 1524.84 180.71 250.62 592.97 
SEM 122.83 172.92 74.84 220.46 407.53 48.30 66.98 158.48 
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Table 9  Statistical analysis of effect of NAC on SLEDAI 
 

Tests of Between-Subjects Effects 
 
Dependent Variable: SLEDAI1  

Source 
Type III Sum 
of Squares df Mean Square F Sig. 

Partial Eta 
Squared 

Noncent. 
Parameter 

Observed 
Power(a) 

Hypothesis 600.357 1 600.357 43.730 .096 .978 43.730 .396 Intercept 
Error 13.729 1 13.729(b)          
Hypothesis 66.043 6 11.007 98.362 .000 .990 590.170 1.000 TIME 
Error .671 6 .112(c)          
Hypothesis 13.729 1 13.729 122.681 .000 .953 122.681 1.000 GROUP2 
Error .671 6 .112(c)          
Hypothesis .671 6 .112 .066 .999 .001 .396 .066 TIME * 

GROUP2 Error 451.200 266 1.696(d)          
a  Computed using alpha = .05 
b   MS(GROUP2) 
c   MS(TIME * GROUP2) 
d   MS(Error) 
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Table 10  Statistical analysis of effect of NAC on prednisolone dose.  

 
Tests of Between-Subjects Effects 

 
Dependent Variable: PRED1  

Source 
Type III Sum 
of Squares df Mean Square F Sig. 

Partial Eta 
Squared 

Noncent. 
Parameter 

Observed 
Power(a) 

Intercept Hypothesis 13073077.565 1 13073077.565 47579.973 .003 1.000 47579.973 1.000 
  Error 274.760 1 274.760(b)          
TIME Hypothesis 28291970.514 7 4041710.073 9717.668 .000 1.000 68023.677 1.000 
  Error 2911.395 7 415.914(c)          
GROUP2 Hypothesis 274.760 1 274.760 .661 .443 .086 .661 .109 
  Error 2911.395 7 415.914(c)          
TIME * 
GROUP2 

Hypothesis 
2911.395 7 415.914 .052 1.000 .001 .365 .063 

  Error 2357938.576 296 7966.009(d)          
a  Computed using alpha = .05      b   MS(GROUP2)      c   MS(TIME * GROUP2)     d   MS(Error)
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